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PREFACE.

Imagine, if you can, a world without Music ! Such an

one would be dark and void, and bereft of the Divine bless-

ing ; for there is music in everything that makes earth

lovely ; in everything that the Maker has called good.

Mortals are blessed indeed with this divine gift ! It is

interwoven with our daily toil, our devotions, our pleasures
;

yea, it is a solace in our sorrows

!

Music is a necessity of civilization, and an important

factor in the formation of our social structure. It is the

most extensively cultivated, and the most generally appre-

ciated of all the arts. Therefore, let us learn its history, as

well as the art itself.

This little book has been prepared for " young people,"

but I think it will be interesting to all who choose to take it

in hand ; or to those who do not wish to study the larger

histories, dictionaries, etc. The historical part of the book,

though necessarily condensed, deals with all the most im-

portant events in musical history ; and I have endeavored to

use such language as most young readers will understand,

(in)
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and to explain, by foot-notes, etc., many things that they

would not otherwise comprehend.

The short biographies of the most famous musical com-
posers have been prepared with care, and from material

selected from the most reliable sources. No attempt at

analysis has been made; such a course would lead me
beyond the limit allotted to this work.

I trust that my readers, old or young, may find pleasant

and profitable entertainment in these pages.

JAMES C. MACYo

Boston, Mass., Sept. 30th, 1886.
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YOUNG PEOPLE'S

HISTORY OP MUSIC.

CHAPTER I.

The Musical Art in its Earliest Form—
Ancient Church Music— First Systems

of Notation.

Although the most ancient of the earth's

inhabitants indulged in song and played upon

rude musical instruments, yet it was not until

the beginning of the Christian era that music

began to grow and develop, and be called an

art. It became a part of the ceremonies of the

first churches, and, as it thus grew in importance,

men saw the necessity of making a regular sys-

tem of signs, so that all could sing together the

same hymn. Music became a written language,

we might say. To the church we owe its devel-

opment, and with the church we must follow its

course.

Owing to the low character of the Roman
(heathen) festivities, where musical instruments

(7)
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had been used, such instruments were not

allowed in the ceremonies of the first Christian

congregations. The music consisted of singing

only. As the churches increased in number and

power, however, instrumental music grew into

favor.

The singing in these first churches consisted

of the antiphonal, or alternate chant, sung by two

divisions, or choirs of people ; that is, one divi-

sion sang a verse of the psalm, the other division

sang the next verse, and so on, alternately.

Sometimes a single voice sang a verse, and the

people responded.

Some of the oldest church music is called

plain song, or Gregorian chant, and is supposed

to have been introduced by St. Gregory the

Great (a d. 590), although this is disputed by

some writers.

The most ancient method of writing music, or

representing different tones by certain signs

(called notation), was probably invented by

Alypius for the music of ancient Greece. He

used the letters of the Greek alphabet, placed in

various positions. Afterwards, another Greek

scholar, Aristides, improved this system. The

Greek Church also had its way of indicating

musical sounds, but it was a very confusing
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method and led to much difficulty. At a later

date these systems gave place to others, as we
shall see.

In mediaeval times the general custom was to

write signs over the words that were to be sung

or chanted ; here is a specimen of such writing :

C^l(cgWtoJittc fo&&

Probable Solution

^-—&—22—

—

& ^ t^^>; :s
^

—

z?(2 & & ,—

.

^ & &.

Coel - li coel - lo - rum lau - da - te De - um.

These si<ms written over the words are called

neumes, (noo-mes), from the Greek word numa
or imeuma^ meaning a breath, and were in use

until the latter part of the 12th century, taking

on various shapes and gradually approaching the

finally adopted system of notation.

Hucbaldus, a monk of St. Amancl in Flanders,

at the end of the 9th and at the becnnnino; of

the 10th centuries, invented the next system of

notation. This consisted of a ladder of letters

like the following :

—

A a

G da te num
F Lau mi de
E do e
D coelis

These Latin words are : Laudate Dominum
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de coelis— " Praise the Lord of Heaven." You
observe that the syllables are placed in differ-

ent positions on the " ladder " in order to give

each its proper tone. This division of sylla-

bles was the chief objection to the system

;

and another difficulty was the doubling and

trebling of the vowels when there happened to

be two or three tones to one syllable. However,

the scale consisted of only four or five tones, and

so the singers, or chanters, managed to perform

the service very creditably, no doubt.

The next musical system in order of date was

the hexachord, a series of six tones, indicated by

letters and syllables on lines and spaces. The

scale, of course, was quite limited. It is said that

Guido Aretino, or d'Arezzo, a monk in the Ben-

dictine monastery at Pomposa, Italy, in the 11th

century, invented this system ; but some writers

dispute this claim and give the credit to early

English scholars.

The syllables used in the hexachord system

were, Ut, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, and Sa ; and

these were taken from the lines of a hymn to

St. John the Baptist, thus :
—

Ut quean t laxis Solve polluti

.ftesonare fibris, Labia reati,

Jl/ira gestorum <Sancta Johannes.

.Famuli tuorum :
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»
|S __

|^m ^^ mm m _ _
m m
UT que

. to

- ant la - xis RE- so - na - re fi - bris,

/* «. m̂r" mm * mu |mm i M
orMi - -

to

ra

— i m m
ge - sto-rum FA- rau - li tu - - urn,

pol - lu - ti LA - bi - i re - a - turn.m
Sane - te Jo - an - nes.

Guido d'Arezzo also adopted, about this time,

a system of writing signs upon colored lines, so

that the eye could distinguish the position of a

sign or tone very readily. But this method was

not long; in use.

It soon became plain that some method of

time division or measurement should be adopted.

Before this period there had been no time-

measurement, no rhythm, in music; only an

accent upon certain words and syllables of the

chant ; for the neumes were merely signs of

intonation. Finally, in the beginning of the

13th century, Franco de Colona # proposed and

* Franco of Cologne ; called by some. Franco of Paris.

The place of his birth has not been ascertained. He is sup-

posed to have been a scholar of the cathedral of Liege,
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arranged a plan of notation and time-division in

music, which was probably the foundation of all

that was afterwards accomplished. The staff

consisted of four lines, and the notes were like

these :

—

The long, the breve, the semi-breve.

In course of time the number of musical figures

was increased to six, as follows :

—

1, the double long ,- 2, the long; 3, the breve ; 4, the semi-breve ; 5, the
minim ; 6, the semi-minim.

Towards the middle of the sixteenth century,

notes were formed round, and continue in this

shape at the present day.

Mensural music (music divided into measures

and time-beats) began to receive attention during

Franco's time, for his writings and inventions

had their effect. Indeed, Dr. Ritter says, in his

" History of Music," that " the importance of

Franco's teachings cannot be too highly esti-

mated ; we are even justified in dating from his

time the real beginning of contrapuntal art." #

* Contrapuntal art is the art of writing "point against

point"— or counterpoint— several voices or parts moving

together in harmonious order. Notes were often called

points by old writers.
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Mensural music, as explained by Franco, was

generally introduced by church singers and theo-

rists, and a difference was observed between

mensural music and the old Gregorian chant, or

plain song The music of hymns and chants

began to be written in parts for two or more

voices, and musical sounds were more agreeably

blended or harmonized.

It took several centuries of patient labor and

experiment to bring all this about. Those old

monks, who studied and worked with such devo-

tion and industry, did not dream that they were

sowing seed which should grow into such beauti-

ful art-forms and become the source of so much
delicious enjoyment.
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CHAPTER II.

Folk-Song—Troubadours and Minnesingers.

All nations, from the earliest times, have had

their own peculiar songs

—

-folk-songs, or people's

songs, we call them— beginning, nobody knows

where or how, but seemingly coming from the

very depths of the human heart. These songs

express the emotions of the people, as produced

by occurrences in every-day life, or by certain

national events.
.

" There is no doubt that the ancient nations

— the Hebrews, the Greeks, the Romans, etc.

—

possessed many folk-songs
;
yet none of them, as

far as we can judge, have come down to us

;

and, although it is presumed that some of these

songs found their way into the Christian church,

history fails to give any distinct proof of it. " *

The folk-song t and the Gregorian song, or

chant (mentioned in the preceding chapter),

constitute the foundation of our musical art.

Early composers made some of the folk-songs

the themes (or subjects) of very elaborate and

* Ritter. f In German , volkslied.
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important compositions, and in many ways can

we trace the development of art-form back to

the old folk-song.

The melodies of the folk-songs of the middle

ages have not all been preserved, though we
find the words of some of them in old chronicles,

especially of the German and French.

In the twelfth century, one class of folk-song

was composed and sung by the troubadours # of

France, Italy, and Spain, and by the minne-

singers t of Germany. The troubadours were

young men of high degree, often knights, who
composed and sang their own songs, (nearly

always love-songs addressed to some fair lady).

"Gayety, or joy, was a state of mind regarded by

the troubadours as corresponding with that of

religious grace. The end of their profession was

the service of religion, honor, and woman, in

deed and in song. One of their mottoes was,
( Love and religion protect all the virtues

'
; an-

other ran, ' My soul to God, my life for the king,

my heart for my lady, my honor for myself.'

" The troubadour most esteemed was he who
could invent, compose, and accompany his own
songs ; but those who were unable to play the

* From the Provencal (French) trohar, to invent or find,

f Love-singers, (German).
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instruments of the period—the harp, lute, viola,

or citara (the ancient Irish rota or crowth)—
were accompanied by a salaried minstrel ; in the

South, these minstrels were termed jongleurs, or

violars. If a troubadour was not gifted with a

fine voice, he employed a singer to perform the

songs which he could create, but not sing."*

From place to place, from court to court, the

troubadour traveled and sang, and was held in

high estimation, even by crowned rulers ; in-

deed, some of the nobles and kings themselves

practised the troubadour's art of writing verses

and composing melodies.

The minnesingers, who flourished in Germany,

composed and sang their songs in the Swabian

dialect (then the court language), playing their

own accompaniments on a viol. The minnesing-

ers employed a charming variety of tunes in

different metres, while the troubadours nearly

always sang in the same rhythm and adapted

their melodies to it.

The art of these troubadours, minstrels, and

minnesingers, called the gay science, was brought

to Europe from the East, probably by way of

Spain, and its duration was about two hundred

years (from 1090-1290), the period when East-

* Fanny Raymond Ritter, " Essay on the Troubadours."
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ern customs began to influence and give tone to

those of western Europe, and while chivalry

began to redeem men from barbarism. Warton
in his " History of English Poetry," says of the

troubadours :
" They introduced a love of read-

ing, and created a popular taste for poetry.

Their verses became the chief amusement of

princes and feudal lords, whose courts had now
begun to assume a great brilliancy."

In Germany, some time after the passing

away of minnesinging, there arose a class of

singers known as the meister-singers (master-

singers), an association or guild of villagers,

tradespeople, etc. No one could be admitted

to this society unless he had invented a new
style of rhyme. The headquarters, or chief

place, of this guild was at Nuremberg. Hans
Sachs, a shoemaker of that town, was one of

the most celebrated meister-singers, and there

have been a number of poems, stories, and an

opera written, with Hans Sachs for the subject.

These meister-singers, however, did nothing to

benefit the musical art, and were in no wise as

interesting as their predecessors, the trouba-

dours and minnesingers.
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CHAPTER III.

The Flemish School— School of the Neth-
erlanders.

For more than a century after Franco's teach-

ing, music remained in nearly the same condi-

tion ; the crusades, which occurred at about that

time, occupied the attention of European nations,

and we find no important musical discovery or

theory of that period, although we know of sev-

eral writers who attracted attention, but who
failed to improve on the systems already estab-

lished.

We pass on to the close of the fourteenth and

beginning of the fifteenth centuries, when
new forms and values of time in music were

fast growing into contrapuntal art,* and when
(in 1502) the invention of printing music-

notes t with metal types helped to spread a

knowledge of the art, and aided composers in

bringing their works to the notice of the people.

* See definitions, page 12 in foot-note.

fThe inventor of music-types was Ottavio Petrucci, of

Fossombrone, Italy.
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We shall describe the manner of printing

music, in a chapter further on.

In France, Italy, Germany and England,

were writers and composers who did much at

this time toward perfecting the art of counter-

point ; but the French and Flemish (Dutch)

schools— methods, style— were the most cele-

brated, having several distinguished composers

who wrote at different periods between the

years 1420 and 1520, or thereabouts. The most

celebrated of these were William Dufay, Joan-

nes Okeghem (or Ockenheim), Josquin des Pres,

and Adrian Willoert. Their works were chiefly

masses, motets, etc., for the use of the Catholic

church, and the oldest specimens of this style of

musical composition are in the pope's chapel at

Rome, and were written by Dufay, who was a

tenor singer in the Sistine chapel from 1380 to

1432. His compositions are remarkable speci-

mens of counterpoint as it appeared in those

early days.

A very celebrated composer and teacher of the

Flemish school, after Dufay, was Okeghem.
We have no reliable date concerning his birth,

but it was probably as early as 1415. He was
at one time a singer in the Antwerp cathedral,

and, after giving up his position there, entered
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the service of the king of France. He is said to

have served three kings of France, in forty

years, and lived to be nearly one hundred years

old.

Okeghem was one of the greatest masters of

canon # and counterpoint. He was, perhaps, the

most celebrated teacher of his time, as pupils

were so anxious to learn of him that they came
from all parts to enjoy his instruction.

The next great composer of the Flemish school,

or school of the Netherlanders, as it is called,

was Josquin des Pres.f He was the greatest

genius of all the early writers, in fact, and his

compositions were used in preference to those of

all other musicians at that period. Martin

Luther very much admired Josquin' s music. It

is related that Luther once said, after hearing

one of Josquin' s compositions performed, " He
makes the notes do as he pleases; most other

composers have to obey the notes."

Josquin was a singer in the pope's chapel at

Rome from 1471 to 1484. He was at the court

of Louis XII of France, in 1497 ; but afterwards,

* A composition for two or more parts or voices, the parts

commencing one after another, and imitating each other.

The word is derived from the Greek, and means simply law

or rule.

f Born in the year 1445 ; died at Conde, 1521.
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it is said, he entered the service of the Emperor

Maximilian.

Adrian Willaert* was another composer and

teacher of music, whose influence later in the

period of which we are writing, was great and

beneficial. He was director of music in the

church of St. Mark, at Venice, in the year 1527.

Two great masters, Palestrina and Orlando di

Lasso, who received their knowledge through

the Flemish and French schools, I shall notice

further on, in the chapter devoted to Italy.

The composers of the Flemish school, who
taught and wrote during the period when the

Netherlanders were taking the lead in musical

learning, and were teaching other nations,

brought to a high standard the forms in music

known as counterpoint, canon, and fugue. t A
broad basis was laid, on which all musical

progress rests, and on which the greatest mu-
sical compositions have been built. The use

of movable metal types made music-printing

cheaper than the old way of printing from wood.

*Born in the year 1490 ; died in 1562.

| Pronounced f-yoog ; from the Latin word fuga, flight.

One voice or part in a fugue is followed closely by another,

taking "flight." In the early days of music, canon and

fugue were the same, but musicians now treat them as sep-

arate forms.
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The invention soon became generally known and

used, especially in Germany ; and, as a result

of all this, the different masses, # motets, t and

chansons | of the masters were speedily placed

before a music-loving people.

And now, before proceeding further with our

history proper, let us, in the next chapter, see

how music was and is printed.

*The music which accompanies the ceremony of the Cath-

olic church.

f Short, musical composition with Scriptural words.

(Italian.)

J Songs, (French.)
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CHAPTER IV.

Music Printing.

In 1503, Ottaviano Petrucci, (born at Fossom-

brone, Italy, in the year 1466), established a

printing press hv Venice, where he published

some masses. He afterwards removed to Foss-

ombrone, where he obtained a patent from Leo

X for the invention of movable metal types for

printing music. Before this, music had been

printed from engraved wooden blocks, and the

characters appeared very rough and indistinct.

Here is a specimen of printing before Petrucci'

s

invention, taken from a book printed by Wyn-
kin de Worde, at Westminster, England, in

1495: —

In another old book, printed with movable

types, the notes were slightly improved, and the

printer thought it necessary to prefix an explan-

ation of the types he employed, which he does

in the following words :
" In this booke is con-

teyned so much of the order of Common Praier
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as is to be song in Churches, wherein are used

only these iiij. sortes of notes :
—
/7\

The first note is a strene note and is a breue, the

second note is a square note and is a semybreue,

the iij. a prycke and is a mynymne. And
when there is a prycke by the square note, that

prycke is half as muche as the note that goeth

before it. The iiij. is a close, and is vsed at

only y
e end of a verse.

"

The invention of Petrucci aided printers in

making clearer and handsomer looking impres-

sions, and the movable types soon grew into

favor everywhere.

At first, all music-notes were printed sepa-

rately ; that is to say, all the notes in a measure,

no matter how many, or of what value, were

distinct, like these :

J ^^. About the year

1660, John Pleyford (English) invented what he

called the new "tied note," on this principle:

R H S3 which made music appear neater to

the eye, and easier to read. Other improve-

ments were made, from time to time, and the

process of printing music from types became

general in all the enlightened European nations.
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At the commencement of this present century,

new and more graceful shapes were given to the

notes printed from types; the art progressed,

and to-day the business of music-printing is an

important one.

There are two processes of printing music

now in general use, the engraved plate process

and the type process. The plates on which

music-notes were at first engraved (in the sev-

enteenth century), were made of copper, and

were expensive. The plates used to-day are of

a composition of metal, containing tin. Engraved

notes are, by some, considered more elegant than

those produced by types ; the curved lines and

marks of expression used in music are often

plainer, and more correctly placed, in engraved

plates; but the "words" of a song or other

vocal piece never look well in this process.

The notes and other characters in engraved

plates of the present time are made with

" punches" of the shape required. This is not

strictly engraving, and is not to be compared

with the old, laborious way. The process of

printing from these plates is a slow one, and
when many copies of a piece are to be rapidly

printed, the type process is used. An engraved

plate cannot be used on a steam press ; there is
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a special kind of press, worked by hand, on

which the plates are placed.

The process of printing from type is as follows :

Music types are " set up " or placed together

to form the desired pages of music, and stereo-

type or electrotype plates are made from them.

Stereotyping is done by taking a mould or im-

pression in either plaster or clay, from the type

that is " set up " to form the page. Melted

metal is poured into this mould, making an

exact copy of the type-page, all in one solid plate.

Electrotyping consists in taking a mould in

wax instead of plaster or clay. A delicate film

of black lead (plumbago) is formed on the mould,

in order to conduct electricity ; the mould is

then put into a solution of sulphate of copper,

and a current of electricity from a dynamic-elec-

tro machine is kept constantly passing through

the solution for two or three hours, which causes

a deposit of copper on the mould. When suf-

ficiently thick, the " shell " of copper is removed

from the mould, and placed face downward ok a

level surface, and molten metal poured on, to

give the plate thickness and strength. The plate

is then shaved to an even thickness and made

ready for the press. Electrotyping costs a trifle

more than stereotyping, but will wear more than

twice as long.
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Music is not printed direct from the type, on

account of the high cost of music type, and for

the reason that, when plates are made, any num-

ber of editions can be printed without any fur-

ther expense or delay except for press work.

Electrotype or stereotype music plates are put

on ordinary printing presses, and printed by

steam the same as plain book work. The music

and words which are to appear in the printed

page, appear in the plate as a raised surface

;

rollers which are covered very evenly with ink

are rolled across the plate, leaving ink on the

raised characters ; a sheet of paper is then pressed

on, and the ink adhering to the sheet produces

the printed page. After the plates are made
ready, the whole operation, except feeding the

sheets to the press, is done by steam power, and

at a considerable speed ; and as presses and paper

are both made large, a great many pages are

printed on one sheet, making the cost of printing

very low.

A page of music type consists of a great many
small pieces, joined together to represent continu-

ous lines and characters. For instance, this group

of notes =j=^=^= is composed of twenty-four

pieces, thus :

z_^~_^ ^n— When a font of type is
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new, the joints are not noticeable ; but the sharp

corners of the type very quickly become worn,

and this worn type must be replaced by new, or

the quality of the work deteriorates. The skill

and judgment shown in allotting the proper

space between the notes, the breaking of joints,

the length of stems, and general care bestowed,

all contribute to the desired end. Below is

given an exact fac-simile of a few measures

taken from a book recently issued :
—

"

|

• • i J
I

•

Q /* * _,

_ ... _j ,....j

A 9 * £
. f*\X jfO, G /a.& «? _t

|

-&&j9"& m •

TT • &• •

B3C ' VV "

CB>

_ _ ..

Here is the same, set in a different style of the

art :
—

« « i
P a * J

<a * r a m 43 ]Jf A iS & 41
cJ 9 V{U- • *

• • ^T__ ^ •

KS — na
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The preceding illustrations show the differ-

ence between the high and low grades of music

typography at the present time. *

* The foregoing facts relating to the stereotype and elec-

trotype processes, are taken by permission from " Music

Typography," by F. H. Gilson of Boston.
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CHAPTER V.

The Madrigal.

From the school of the Netherlanders let us

pass to the music of other European nations, as it

appeared at the period when Adrian Willaert

(mentioned in a previous chapter) was the most

influential teacher and composer that the Flemish

school had produced.

These Dutch masters had taken the lead in

music for more than a century, and the musi-

cians of the Netherlands were found in control

of the chapels and church choirs throughout

Europe. But the cultivation of the art had not

been neglected in England, France, Spain, Ger-

many, and Italy, during all this time. In Eng-

land, vocal and instrumental music had been

studied with care ; counterpoint was well under-

stood ; and, as early as 1420, there were able com-

posers in that country, the most famous being

John Dunstable. Many fine motets, anthems and

chants were composed by English musicians,

such as Thomas Tallis, William Bird, Thomas

Morley, and others.
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The beginning of the sixteenth century, there-

fore, saw the art of music very well advanced in

Europe ; the writers of the times took special

delight in the study of part-writing, or in ar-

ranging melodies to be sung by several voices,

all harmonizing and blending in the most pleasing

way. In short, as an English writer has said,

" We find, at this period, science and popular

melody working together for a common purpose.''

The result of this was the madrigal, a much ad-

mired form of polyphonic # composition, which

originated in the Flemish school (Adrian Wil-

laert probably being the composer who first gave

it artistic attention), and which found greH
favor also in Italy. The Flemish and Italian mad-

rigals, finding their way into England, flourished

there with greater success than in any other

country.

The madrigal t is the folk-song in a very ar-

tistic dress, combining counterpoint, fugue, etc.,

*Polyphonic, a term given to all compositions consisting

of a number of parts.

f There is a difference of opinion as to the origin of this

word. Webster's definition is as follows: " Madrigal, a

word derived from mandra, a flock, a herd of cattle." Hence
the madrigal would seem to be a pastoral, or " country "

folk-song.
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and is generally written for five and six voices.

The words usually express hopes, griefs, desires,

love, according to the poet's fancy, and are set to

very simple yet expressive melodies, " treated
"

(as musicians say) in the contrapuntal manner,

which we have explained. Some of the old Eng-

lish and Italian madrigals are very beautiful and

expressive ; some of them quaint and curious
;

all of them very interesting to the lover of music.

In a book of madrigals published by Archadelt,

at Venice, in the year 1538, there are some very

lovely specimens of this style of composition.

The volume is in the British museum, among
other rare and interesting books. One of the old

madrigals in that collection is by Archadelt him-

self, and we here give a portion of it.

IL BIANCO E DOLCE CIGNO.

(THE WHITE AND LOVELY SWAN.;
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In England the madrigal became firmly estab-

lished ; it formed a national " school " or style

of music, and the English madrigals are not sur-

passed by those of any other country. Thomas
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Morley, Michael Este, Weelkes, John Benet, Hil-

ton, Wilbye, Orlando Gibbons, Pierson, George

Kirbye, William Bird, and Richard Edwardes,

wrote some fine madrigals, which are much prized

by English people and by musicians generally.

Here are several good examples from the com-

positions of those old authors :
—

9

THE SILVER SWAN.
By Orlando Gibbons, a.d., 1593.
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NOW IS THE MONTH OF MAYING.
Thomas Morley, 1595.
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By Eichabd Edwakds, 1560.
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HOW MERRILY WE LIVE.

By Michael Este, 1600.
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We find the madrigal mentioned in Shake-

speare's plays ; indeed, it was during his time and
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in the reign of "good Queen Elizabeth " that it

began to flourish in England. The glees, catches,

rounds, and several other styles of vocal music,

which seem to be peculiarly English, have grown

from the madrigal, and have become well known
in our own country, the English glees and " part-

songs " being favorites with many singing-socie-

ties. A good description of the madrigal, and

the necessary "varietie" in its construction, is

thus given in the quaint old way by Thomas

Morley, who, writing in the year 1597, tells us

that,—
11 As for the Musicke, it is next unto the Motet, the most

artificiall and to men of Vnderstanding the most delightfull.

If therefore you will compose in this Kind you must possesse

your selfe with an amorus humor (for in no coposition

shall you prone admirable except you put on, and possesse

your selfe wholy with that vaine wherein you compose) so

that you must in your Musicke be wauering * like the wind,

sometime wanton, sometime drooping, sometime graue
*f
and

staide, otherwhile effeminat, you may maintaine points and

reuert % them, vse triplaes,§ and shew the uttermost of your

varietie, and the more varietie you show the better shall you

please."

* Wavering. f Grave. } Reverse. § Triplets.
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CHAPTER VI.

Italy— Palestrina— Orlando Di Lasso—
Italian Masters.

Italy has always been called the " source of

art." We have seen that Gregory, Guido and

Hucbaldus were the first to advance the musical

art an important step, while Petrucci, in a later

time, brought forward the means of printing

music from movable types ; but for two centu-

ries or more, from the thirteenth to the sixteenth,

at least, the Flemish and French made the most

important advances, and their composers and

singers were found in all the Italian churches.

Toward the middle of the sixteenth century

the Italian schools again came prominently for-

ward. The oldest is that of Rome ; the next

that of Venice ; while Naples and Lombardy

follow. These different " schools," founded,

of course, upon the Flemish, became much cele-

brated in all branches of the musical art.

Probably the first Italian composer who be-

came a real master of counterpoint was Constanzo
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Festa, who was a singer in the Sistine Chapel at

Rome in 1517, and who during his life was very

much esteemed and beloved, as man and musi-

cian.

Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina was at the

head of the school in Rome. The date of his

birth has been placed in the year 1524, but there

seems to be no certainty with regard to this.

We may conclude that, as his name implies, the

place of his birth was Palestrina— da (of) Pal-

estrina. He was a pupil of Claude Goudimel, a

French master.

. About the year 1555 he was admitted as a

singer into the Pope's Chapel at Rome ; at the

age of thirty-three he was elected chapel-master

of the church of Santa Maria Maggiore, in the

same city ; in 1571 he was appointed chapel-

master at St. Peter's ; and he died in the year

1594.

Palestrina' s music was composed chiefly for

the Church of Rome— masses, motets, etc. ; and

the number of his compositions is very great

;

in the list there are ninety-three masses alone

!

" In Palestrina's works Catholic church music

found its greatest and purest revelation," says

Dr. Ritter ;
" they mark the culminating point,

and at the same time the close, of a great and

unique epoch in our musical art."
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And now we come to one who was the great-

est of all the masters of the sixteenth century,

and who seemed to combine in his great gifts all

the best musical elements of each European

nation, so that he could not be called specially

Italian, German, or French composer. Orlando

di Lasso, or Orlandus Lassus, was born at Mons,

in Hainault, in the year 1520. At the age of

seven he began his education, and a year or two

later exhibited a fondness for music, which he

soon understood. He joined the choir-boys in the

Cathedral of St. Nicolas, in his native town, and

was three times stolen or kidnapped on account

of his fine voice. Some of the historians tell us

that it was a common thing for young singers

to be forced away from their parents and kept

in the service of princes. Twice his good parents

sought and found him ; but the third time he

desired to remain with Ferdinand de Gonsaga,

who took him to Italy. Here he received a fine

musical education, and finally went to Rome,

where he taught successfully, and where he was

chapel-master at the Church of St. John Lateran,

when only twenty-one years of age. Albert V,

of Bavaria, called him to Munich in 1557, where

he was chapel-master at the court until the time

of his death, which took place in 1594.
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Orlando di Lasso was the greatest musician of

his time ; none of the masters who lived during

the same period had such a great will, such a

clear mind, or such a mastery of all that be-

longed to his art. He was seldom unsuccessful

in his compositions, and equally great both in

the lyric * and epic t styles. He composed more

than seven hundred different works, which in-

cluded masses and motets for the church, and

songs, madrigals, etc., in Latin, Italian, German
and French. A statue in honor of this famous

old composer has been erected at Mons, his birth-

place.

Cyprian de Rore was another eminent musi-

cian of this period, and was like Orlando di

Lasso in some respects, though not his equal in

genius.

Until the beginning of the present century, the

schools of Italy were superior to any other in

Europe; in singing, especially, the Italians ex-

celled, and the number of excellent singers that

they have produced can scarcely be reckoned.

Beside the old masters already mentioned, who
taught and wrote in Italy, there is a long list of

* Drama and music combined. Opera.

f Illustrative of events.
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eminent composers, teachers and performers

(some of them great masters), of whom Italy

may justly be proud. Gabrieli, Monteverde,

Allegri, Freseobaldi, Lulli, Stradella, Scarlatti,

Marcel lo, Astorga, Durante, Pergolese, Jomelli,

Piccini, Salieri, Clementi, Cimarosa, Cherubini,

Spontini, Paganini (the great master of the

violin), Rossini (see page 99) Donizetti, Bellini

and V.erdi (see page 129) the great composers of

operas,— all these are famous in musical history.
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CHAPTER VII.

France and Spain.

France, at the revival of the arts, towards the

close of the fourteenth century, followed the ex-

ample of the Flemish, and was ably represented

by Du Fay, Regis, Caron, Binchois and other

French musicians. The eminence of the French

school lasted during the reign of Francis I ; but

the religious troubles, which began about the

year 1550, and during which there were bloody

wars and destruction or profanation of churches,

as well as the death of many master-musicians,

very nearly crushed the musical art in France,
so that, at the end of the reign of Henry IV
there was a very gloomy prospect. Louis XIII
was fond of music ; but Cardinal Richelieu, who
was really the ruler, did not patronize it. In
fact, for more than a century music was gen-
erally neglected in France.

At length the reign of Louis XIV commenced,
when that prince, who was passionately fond of

music, and sang and played well on the guitar,

patronized the art which he himself loved so
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much. Lulli, a Florentine, introduced music

into France as it then existed in Italy ; and it

seemed to receive a new existence. It was re-

established in the churches, the theatres and

concerts ; and since that time it has been con-

stantly cultivated with more or less success.

The greatest glory of the French musicians is

in dramatic music. They were not precisely the

inventors of it, but, by borrowing the dramatic

melody of the Italians, and combining it with

that of their own nation, they formed a melody

peculiar to themselves, and of an excellent char-

acter ; and, by applying this to well-imagined and

well-written poems, they have produced a style

of lyric drama that has been much celebrated.

Lulli, Boieldieu, Auber, Mehul, Herold Halevy

and Berlioz were celebrated French composers

of opera ; and those now living, who are famous

for their operatic works, are Charles Gounod and

Ambroise Thomas. The most noted French

musical theorist and scholar was Jean Philippe

Rameau.

Spain has never been famous for its musicians

;

indeed, musical culture of the higher order seems

to have been entirely neglected since the six-

teenth century. In those early times there were
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some excellent Spanish singers and composers in

the Pope's Chapel at Rome. The Spanish people

are possessed of a poetic nature, and have shown

great talent for music, and it is surprising that

so little has been accomplished by them in this art.

We can mention only one Spanish musician who
acquired anything like eminence— Cristofano

Morales, who was born at the beginning of the

sixteenth century. He was admitted as a singer

in the Pope's Chapel in 1540, and composed a

number of masses and other pieces for the

church. Escobedo and Vittoria were also good

musicians, but Morales was the representative

of Spanish composers.

The species of music in which the Spanish

most delight is the romance ; they have several

beautiful compositions of this kind. The guitar

is the instrument most generally employed to

accompany the voice ; this instrument is quite as

national as their beads and their chocolate, and

is to be found in every house. The Spanish

guitar is constructed with double strings, each

pair being tuned in unison, with the exception

of the lowest, which are tuned in octaves. All

play the guitar, and all have a tact in playing it.

The song of the Spaniards is full of feeling

;

their style of music is pleasing, but variable.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Germany—The Lied— Martin Luther and

the Choral.

The origin of the German schools is considered

to be as ancient as that of the Flemish ; several

German masters nourished at the same period

with the French and Flemish ; but the wars

which devastated Germany during the latter

part of the sixteenth and the beginning of the

seventeenth century, and particularly the terrible

thirty years' war, during which five great armies

overran that unhappy country, carrying desola-

tion and havoc in every part of it,— all this

trial destroyed the arts, which can only nourish

in the bosom of peace and happiness. It is cer-

tain that at this period the school of Germany

was greatly inferior to that of Italy ; it even

appears that the French school began to revive

before that of Germany. It seems not to have

been till about the end of the seventeenth century

that Germany received a marked impulse from

the works of Keiser, the first German composer

who, after the renovation, showed an original

and superior talent.
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Reinhard Keiser was born in 1673, in a little

village near Leipzig. His father was a fine

musician, and taught him the elements of music

;

and at the age of nineteen the boy was skillful

in composition, and wrote the music to a pas-

toral. * At this period, 1692, German opera

began to have a style of its own. Keiser showed

great originality, and assisted much in founding

the German school of operatic composition. It

was in this branch of the art that Keiser gained

celebrity, and for forty years he was a beloved

composer. He died in 1739. (The other German

masters will be mentioned in our "Biographies.")

The German lied t (song) is developed from

the folk-song, and consists of the sacred, or choral

(hymn-tune), the secular, the national (patriotic)

and the humorous, styles. The German people

love to sing ; they sing at their work as well

as at church ; and their lied often takes the

character of a "home-song," full of pathos and

honest feeling. The choral (hymn) originated in

the reformed church of Germany. Martin Luther

wrote many hymns or chorals, which were more

inspiring and more vigorous than the old church

music. It is the choral, indeed, that aided the

* A simple description of rural or country scenes,

f Pronounced leed.
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rapid spread of those new ideas which Luther

and his earnest followers gave to the world.

Luther's relation to the music of the reformed

church was a very marked and important one.

"I wish/* he said, "after the example of the

Prophets and ancient Fathers of the Church, to

make German psalms for the people ; that is to

say, sacred hymns, so that the word of God may
dwell among the people by means of song also."

Luther's greatest hymn is " Ein feste Burg ist

unser Gott " (" A strong fortress is our God").

CHORAL.
EIN FESTE BURG IST UNSER GOTT.

M. Luther, 1529.
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The progress of music has been steadfast and

consistent in Germany, until now, in our modern

times, it is at the head of all schools ; indeed,

German composers, since the time of Bach and

Handel, seem to have produced the most impor-

tant works.

Of the great German masters we shall speak

in the " Biographies of Famous Musicians." (See

page 61)
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CHAPTER IX.

Miracle Plays— Passion Music— Oratorio.

" Miracle Plays," " Mysteries " and " Morali-

ties " were very popular throughout Europe in

the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. They

consisted of representations of incidents and

scenes from the Holy Scriptures (such as the

life of Christ, the lives of celebrated saints, etc.),

by singing and acting. These plays did more

towards making the people familiar with the

great events of Scripture, than could have been

done by simple teaching or narrative.

The history of the Passion of our Lord became

a favorite subject in these performances ; and, as

time passed, the Passion music grew into a more

elaborate and artistic form.

The history of the Passion of our Lord has

formed part of the service for Holy Week in

every part of Christendom from time immemo-
rial ; and though, no doubt, the all-important

chapters of the Gospel in which it is contained

were originally read in the ordinary tone of
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voice, without any attempt at a musical reci-

tation, there is evidence enough to prove that

the custom of singing it to a peculiar chant was

introduced at a very early period.

Certainly, since the beginning of the thirteenth

century, and probably from a much earlier period,

it has been the custom to sing the music of the

Passion in the following manner. The text is

divided between three ecclesiastics,— called the

" Deacons of the Passion,"— one of whom chants

the words spoken by our Lord, another the nar-

rative of the Evangelist, and the third the ex-

clamations uttered by the Apostles, the crowd,

and others, whose conversation is recorded in the

Gospel.

Until the latter half of the sixteenth century

the Passion was always sung by the three

deacons alone. Still, the members of the pontifi-

cal choir believed it possible to improve upon

the time-honored custom ; and, in the year 1585,

Vittoria produced a very simple setting of those

portions of the text which are uttered by the

crowd, the effect of which, intermingled with

the chant sung by the deacons, was found to be

so striking, that it has ever since remained in use.

The German composers in the sixteenth cen-

tury began to devote attention to Passion music,
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and, from that time until the death of Bach, it

was held in estimation.

Bach's " Passion Music," or " Passion Orato-

rios," are masterpieces of musical composition.

In his great works the German form of Passions

Musik reached its height ; and in this it may
fairly be said to have passed away ; for, since

the death of Bach, no one has seriously attempted,

either to tread in his steps, or to strike out a new
ideal fitted for this peculiar species of sacred

music. The oratorio has been farther developed,

and has assumed forms of which Bach could have

entertained no conception; but the glory of

having perfected this particular art-form re-

mains entirely with him ; and it is not at all

probable that any future composer will ever

attempt to rob him of his well-earned honor.

The Oratorio sprang from the Passion plays,

etc., and is the highest development of sacred

narrative in musical setting. It consists of airs

(solos), duets, trios, choruses, recitatives, etc.,

musically illustrating some subject taken from

the Scriptures. The word oratorio is derived

from the Italian word orare, " to pray."

The first oratorio of which we have an account

was entitled " Rappresentazione di Anhna e di

Corpo" It was composed by Emilio del Cava-
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Here, and was performed and printed at Rome in

1600. It was represented in action on a stage

in the church of La Vallicella, with scenes, dec-

orations, chorus and dances.

The oratorio proper, however, made its ap-

pearance first in Germany not long after the

beginning of the seventeenth century, and it is

to that country that we are indebted for the

grandest compositions of this kind. The great-

est composers of oratorio music were Bach, Spohr,

Handel, Haydn and Mendelssohn. (See " Biog-

raphies," page 61)

The oratorio is the highest art-form to which

the musician can aspire. Very few succeed in

rising to the height of musical ability necessary

for the accomplishment of such a task as writ-

ing an oratorio.

Who can listen to those wonderful works,

" The Messiah," by Handel, " The Creation," by

Haydn, and " Elijah," by Mendelssohn, without

being filled with the true spirit of devotion ?

Such works of art draw us nearer to the Omnip-

otent Power which gives to man the genius

through which that Power speaks.
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CHAPTER X.

The Opera.

The opera is the successor of the miracle-plays.

An opera is " a dramatic entertainment, of which

music is a necessary part," according to the gen-

erally accepted definition, although the word

opera means work.

The Italians were the inventors of the opera

;

and Italy, until within a few years past, has al-

ways been considered the home of this style of

music. The first opera was composed by Angelo

Poliziano, and was performed at Rome in 1480.

It was nothing more than a copy, slightly altered,

of the " miracle-play." # It had secular (not

religious) words, however, which had been pre-

pared by Cardinal Riario.

In 1500 the Popes possessed a theatre at Rome,

with scenery and mechanical contrivances ; but

no operatic work of consequence was produced

until 1574, when Claudio Merulo composed an

opera which was performed at Venice in the

* See Chapter IX.
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presence of Henry III, who was passing on his

way from Poland to claim the crown of France.

At about the same time, Vincent Galileo, father

of the great astronomer, invented the recitative,

which is that part of the opera in which the words

or verses are recited in musical tones, with no

attempt at air or song. Montiverde, a musician

of some fame at that time, improved the opera

by giving more importance to the accompaniment

of the singing by musical instruments.

The first opera, complete in modern form, was

written by two of the best musicians of Florence,

— Giulio Caccini and Giacomo Peri— in 1597.

Cherubini is said to have been the first to in-

augurate the modern Italian school of opera.

After him came Rossini, whose beautiful operas

are so well known. Bellini, Donizetti and Verdi

are also famous names among Italian composers

of opera.

In France the greatest triumphs of opera were

gained by Gluck, a German. The French com-

posers who have gained celebrity, have followed

his examples.

It is in Germany that the highest forms of

development in the opera have been made; the

expression of passion, the perfection of instru-

mental accompaniments, orchestral coloring and
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scientific writing, being especially due to German
invention and influence.

In many of the German and French operas of

a lighter character, spoken dialogue is introduced

in the place of recitative ; and the same practice

is often observed in English opera, so called.

There are many varieties of opera, but the chief

are : the grand opera, or opera seria ; the romantic

opera, or opera drammatica ; and the comic opera,

or opera huffa. There are of course many works

which partake of more than one of the styles

indicated by the above divisions ; but, as a rule,

these three classes are sufficiently distinct.
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JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH.

Johann Sebastian Bach * was born at Eisenach,

Germany, on the 21st of March, 1685. His father

was a musician of the court; indeed, the Bach

family were all musicians. Johann was left an

orphan at ten years of age, and was placed under

the care of his brother Christoph, who gave him

lessons on the -clavichord, t At a very early age

the boy showed that talent which was afterwards

developed in such a remarkable way. He was

very persevering, and loved the art for which he

seemed best fitted ; indeed, it is related that,

when Christoph refused to allow him the use of

a certain music-book, our young student con-

trived to get it, and he set to work copying it

from beginning to end ! He was months at the

task, but he succeeded, and such patience ought

to have been properly rewarded. The brother,

however, discovered Sebastian studying the copy

and took that away from him.

* Pronounced Bahh.

| The first stringed instrument with keys like a piano.

Our pianoforte originated from the clavichord.
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After his brother's death, Johann Sebastian

went to Luneberg and became a singer in the

Church of St. Michael. He had here a fine

chance for study, and for obtaining knowledge

of church-music ; he also visited Hamburg, where

he learned much concerning the organ and

orchestra. In 1703 he was court musician at

Weimar. From this time forth Johann Sebas-

tian Bach was a noted organist and composer.

In the last years of his life he became blind,

and died in 1750, at the age of sixty-five.

Phillip Emanuel and J. C. Bach were sons of

the great master, and also became celebrated

musicians.

J. Sebastian Bach was great as an artist and

equally great as a man. He was an affectionate

husband, a good father, and trusty friend. His

modest and unassuming manners, his kindly and

sympathetic disposition, his open-heartedness and

benevolence, made him beloved and esteemed

wherever he went. Among his friends he num-

bered kings and princes, as well as men of humble

rank. He was a man that never travelled ; had

he done so, he might have been richer and have

made more friends than he did, or, as some one

says, " He might have gained the admiration of

the whole world."
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In religion Bach was a zealous Lutheran, and

not a so-called " pietist, " as some have asserted.

That religious atmosphere in which he grew up

showed itself gloriously in his works, and in his

life, too. He passed a quiet and secluded exist-

ence in his home in Germany, where he dived

into the study of his Bible and its sacred truths.

Among the instrumental music which he com-

posed we find those grand and masterly works

for his favorite instrument, which have tended

so much to perpetuate his name,— the preludes

and fugues for the organ. The imposing char-

acter of these works, their dignified bearing over

all other organ compositions, the skill and exe-

cution required to render them faithfully, stamp

them as masterpieces which have never been ap-

proached by any master, and cause them to be

the summit of the organist's art.

His vocal music consisted of sacred cantatas,

which he wrote for his church, and the " Passion

Music, "' or oratorios, his most glorious concep-

tions. The principal works of this kind were
" The Johannes-Passion" (according to St. John),

and " The Matthaus-Passion " (according to St.

Matthew). (See chapter on Oratorio, Miracle-

Plays, etc.)
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HANDEL.

George Frederic Handel # was born at Halle,

in Saxony, Feb. 23, 1685. In his early youth

he showed a passion for music that could not be

subdued by the commands of his .father, who in-

tended him to be a lawyer. When he was seven

years old, his father, finding it impossible to fix

his attention to anything but music, placed him in

charge of Zachau, organist of the cathedral of

Halle, a man of considerable ability in his pro-

fession. By the time he was nine years old, our

young musician was able to take his teacher's

place at the organ, and began to study composi-

tion ; and, at this early period of his life, is said

to have composed a service, or, as it is called in

Germany, sjjiritual cantata, every week, for voices

and instruments, during three successive years.

When he was only ten years old , he composed a

set of sonatas, t In the year 1699, at the age

of fourteen, he was taken to Berlin, where

operas were then in a very nourishing state, at

* Pronounced Haindl.

f A sonata is a musical composition in several parts or

movements, &s allegro, adagio, etc.
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the court of the Elector of Brandenburg, after-

wards King of Prussia, who at that time retained

in his service many musicians of eminence. Han-

del distinguished himself so much in this city as

a wonderful performer for his age, that the Elec-

tor offered to send him into Italy at his own
expense, for the completion of his musical studies.

His father, however, perhaps from a mistaken

spirit of independence, declined this honor, and

the young musician returned to Halle. His

father died soon afterwards, and young Handel

removed to Hamburg, where he hoped to make
his profession profitable. Succeeding in this, he

visited Italy, the home of art, where he remained

for some time.

In 1710 he accepted the invitation of several

English noblemen, and visited that country for

the first time. In 1712 he made London his

permanent home, and it was there that his great-

est works were written. His masterpiece was
the great oratorio, # the " Messiah," which was
composed in 1741, but was not performed in

public till 1742. He wrote many other famous
works, but it was in oratorio that he excelled.

* An oratorio is a composition for voices and instruments,

illustrating a sacred subject; usually the words are taken

from the Bible. (See chapter on Oratorio.)
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Handel was the real creator and perfector of this

branch of his art.

Among the lighter instrumental pieces which

he composed, there was one which has become

famous as a piano-piece. This is " The Harmo-
nious Blacksmith." He composed it for the

harpsichord, * and this, so we are told, is the way
in which it came to be written : One day, as he

was going to Cannon Castle (England), he was

overtaken by a shower, and went into the shop

of a blacksmith named Powell. The man was

busily at work over his anvil ; and while he

worked he sang, keeping time with his hammer,

which made a rimrino; sound that seemed to min-

gle with the tune. Handel listened and caught

the idea, and, when he had returned home, com-

posed " The Harmonious Blacksmith."

While in Chester, on his way to Ireland, Han-

del was detained by contrary winds. Wishing

to employ this delay in trying his new music, he

sought for some one who could read music at

sight. A house-painter named Janson was

pointed out as the best the town afforded. Poor

Janson made such a bungle of it, that the com-

poser, purple with rage, cried out, " You schoun-

* A stringed instrument with a keyboard, similar to our

grand pianofortes.
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trel ! tit you not tell me dat you could sing at

soite?"— " Yes, sir," replied the astonished

Janson, " but not at first sight." Upon this Han-

del burst out laughing, and the rehearsal pro-

ceeded no further.

When Handel's " Messiah " was first per-

formed, the audience was much affected by the

music ; but when the chorus struck up, " For the

Lord God omnipotent," in the Alleluia, they

were so transported that they all, even the King,

who was present, started up, and remained stand-

ing till the chorus ended.

Like Bach, Handel was blind during the clos-

ing years of his life. He died in 1759.
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GLUCK.

Christopher Willibald Gluck was born in the

year 1714, at Weidenwang. At the age of thir-

teen he was sent to school, to learn the elements

of science and music. . He made good progress in

singing, and in playing npon the pianoforte and

organ. He sang for some time in the choir at

St. Ignatius Church ; but in 1736 he went to

Vienna, where he obtained his real musical edu-

cation.

Gluck was one of the most famous opera com-

posers that the world has produced. He wrote

but little for the church. His fame rests entirely

upon his operas and the reforms he made in the

music of the stage. His greatest successes were

made in France, in the operas which he wrote

for the Paris stas;e. The most famous of his

works are " Iphigenie " and " Orphee et Eury-

dice."

Gluck died in November, 1787.
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HAYDN.

Francis Joseph Haydn * was born March 31,

1732, at Rohrau, a village about fifteen miles

from Vienna, on the boundary of Austria and

Hungary. His father was a wheelwright, and

sexton of his parish. He had a fine tenor voice,

and learned to play the harp in one of the jour-

neys which German workmen often make. His

mother had been a cook in the kitchen of Count

Harrach, lord of the village of Rohrau. She,

too, sang well ; so, on Sundays and festal days,

the couple added to their earnings and amused

themselves by their music. Francis Joseph

wished to take part in the concert when he

was five years old ; and he did it in an original

manner, using a piece of wood for a violin, and

a stick for a bow. The accuracy with which

the young Joseph marked the time attracted the

attention of a relative named Franck, then on a

visit to the family. He was a schoolmaster at

Hamburg, and a good musician. He offered to

* Pronounced ffy-dn. He was the " father of the sym-

phony and quartet."
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educate the boy, and his parents gladly accepted

the proposal. He took his little cousin home to

Hamburg with him, taught him to read and

write, to sing, play on the violin and other in-

struments, and Latin enough to understand the

sacred text.

After a few years of varied success, our young

musician found himself in the streets of Vienna

without money, and with clothes so much worn

that he was ashamed to be seen. However, he

managed to procure the necessaries of life by

playing in the orchestra, giving a few lessons,

and composing. In the meanwhile he studied the

six sonatas of C. Ph. E. Bach with the greatest

care.

A poor wig-maker, who had been a great ad-

mirer of Haydn's fine voice in the religious ser-

vices of the cathedral, gave him a home ; and the

future master could now take more time for his

studies. In the garret which he occupied were

an old worm-eaten harpsichord and his own mu-

sical works, together with Bach's sonatas, which

he performed daily. After a time, he found

employment enough to enable him to pay rent

for better rooms, and he removed to another

house, where he met people of influence, who
helped him very much.
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Haydn was eighteen years old when he com-

posed his first quartet, which was received with

great favor, though experienced musicians criti-

cized it severely. The Baron of Furnberg received

the young artist with noble hospitality ; and

soon he obtained the situation of organist in a

church.

In 1758 Haydn was appointed master of the

chapel of Count de Mortzin, and in 1759 his first

symphony # was performed. Prince Esterhazy,

who was at the concert, immediately thought of

taking the composer under his special protection,

and gave him the position of musical director in

his chapel. It was for this chapel that Haydn
composed his wonderful symphonies ; here also

he wrote a great part of his masterly quartets,

and many instrumental pieces. Haydn wrote

the symphony known as " Haydn's Farewell," for

the prince, when he talked of dismissing his

chapel musicians.

It is related that, when this prince first saw

Haydn (who had a dark complexion), he ex-

claimed, " What ! the music is from this Moor ?

Well, well, little Moor, from this moment I take

* A symphony is a composition for an orchestra, similar

to the sonata. It has generally four varied movements.

Sometimes a portion of the accompaniment to a song or other

vocal piece is called a symphony.
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you into my service. What is your name ?

"

" Joseph Haydn/' was the reply. " Oh ! now
I remember your name

;
you already belong to

my house. Why have I not met you before ?

Go, dress yourself as a chapel-master. I do not

wish to see you again in this plight
;
you are too

small. Get a new dress, a curled wig, red band,

and high heels, that your height may better cor-

respond with your merit."

In the meantime Haydn was gaining a fine

reputation throughout Europe. In 1791 he ac-

cepted the offer of a London violinist who wished

to give concerts, with Haydn as the chief attrac-

tion. He was warmly received by the English

people, and made another visit to that country

two years afterwards.

He was very much respected and beloved by

his own countrymen, the Germans.

Haydn's great master-work is the " Creation,"

an oratorio that will be sung as long as there

are people who love grand music. The " Sea-

sons," a cantata, is also a famous composition of

this master.

Before sitting down to compose, Haydn used

to dress himself as if for a walk, and put on his

finger the jewelled ring which Frederick, King

of Prussia, had presented him. If he chanced to

forget the ring, he could not write with ease.
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When the "Creation" was performed at the

palace of Prince Lobzowitz, there were one hun-

dred and sixty chosen musicians and fifteen

hundred people present, among whom were

nobles, artists, and celebrated people from vari-

ous places. Haydn, then an old man, was pres-

ent. He was just recovering from sickness, and

was brought into the hall in an arm-chair. Im-

mediately there was a flourish of trumpets ; the

director of the orchestra came forward and shook

hands tenderly and respectfully with the great

master, Haydn. The audience showed their

homage to the composer by the silence and pro-

found attention with which they listened to his

wonderful music, then being performed by those

chosen singers and players. Dr. Cappelini, a

distinguished physician, who was seated at

Haydn's side, seeing that he was not sufficiently

covered, asked for wrappers ; immediately ladies

offered splendid cashmere shawls, which were

wrapped about the legs and feet of the old man.

Could any action more clearly display their at-

tachment and veneration for the artist ? This

was the crowning day of his life's labors.

The author of "The Creation" was too feeble

to resist so many emotions. He felt that his

strength was failing. They lifted the arm-chair,
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and bore him towards the door, then stopped a

moment to allow him to address a salutation of

thanks to the public, after which he turned to

the orchestra, raised his hands, and, with eyes

filled with tears, seemed to call the blessing of

heaven upon the faithful interpreters of his be-

loved work.

The war of 1809 saddened his last days. On
the renewal of hostilities between France and

Austria, he was continually asking, " What
news ? " Every little while he went to the piano,

and sang in a feeble voice the national hymn of

Austria, " God save the Emperor Francis."

On the 10th of May the enemy arrived within

half a league of Haydn's dwelling. Whilst the

shells were falling around, he spoke to the people

of his house, saying calmly, " Why are you so

afraid ? Do you not know that no harm can come

to the house in which Haydn lives?'
1

But the

strength and vigor of his mind far exceeded the

strength of his body, which daily became weaker.

On the 26th of May, he sang, " God save the

Emperor Francis," for the last time. He died

May 31, 1809, at the age of seventy-seven years

and two months. He was buried in the ceme-

tery of Gumperdorff.
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MOZART.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart * was born at Salz-

burg, January 27, 1756. His father was chapel-

master at the court of the Prince Archbishop of

that city. At three years of age he delighted in

music, and would amuse himself by picking out

notes on the keys of the pianoforte (or harpsi-

chord). He was very fond of listening to the mu-

sic lessons given to his sister Marianne. When
only four years of age he composed little pieces,

and was so much of a wonder that his father, Leo-

pold Mozart, concluded to devote all his time and

means to the education of his gifted child.

Young Mozart was almost as fond of arithme-

tic as of music ; and, indeed, the study of music

and mathematics seemed only play to him.

In 1762 the father determined to let other

cities and people see what a genius the child Mo-
zart was. He took him and his sister to Munich,

where the Emperor, Francis I, was much aston-

ished at the boy's talent. The court ladies were

* Pronounced Mote-z&rt.
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very fond of the little musician, and made him
their pet.

When the father and children returned home,

young Mozart studied the violin, the organ and

singing. The next year they travelled through

southern Germany to Paris, everywhere playing

and giving concerts ; for the father was poor, and

they depended on the money received from the

people who heard them. At Paris they were

kindly received, and also in London, whither

they extended their journey.

In 1770, Mozart, with his father, made a jour-

ney through Italy, going through the chief cities

as far as Naples. At this place the people

thought that a ring which he wore on his left

hand gave him the power to play so rapidly and

wonderfully ; but Mozart took off the ring, and

played as before, to the astonishment of his su-

perstitious hearers.

At this time Mozart was composing pieces as

well as playing them, and produced a number of

works. But he wished to leave Germany ; and

in 1778 he arrived in Paris with his mother.

He found little to do, and could scarcely live on

the small amount which he received for giving

lessons. Here his mother died ; and the young

man, sad and discouraged, returned to his father.
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While in Salzburg he composed the opera

" Idomeneo."

Mozart was married in 1782 to Constance

Weber, of Munich. He made Vienna his perma-

nent home, and composed his best works there.

The King of Prussia offered him a position as

chapel-master, at three thousand crowns a year,

but he refused, preferring to remain as he was.

In 1786 we find him in Vienna, where he com-

posed the opera, " Marriage of Figaro," the begin-

ning of a series of works that were to make him

famous. This was followed by another great

opera " Don Giovanni." Haydn said, at this

time, " Mozart is the greatest composer of our

epoch." This was high praise, and came from

the great master who wrote " The Creation."

In spite of ill health, poverty, and other troubles,

Mozart continued to compose. The "Magic

Flute" (Zauberflote) was written in 1791. He
was cheated out of the profits which he should

have received from this opera ; indeed he seems

to have had a struggle with misfortune all his

life.

Mozart became melancholy and depressed.

Family cares and other trials were wearing upon

him. It is said that, at this time, a stranger,

dressed in gray, came to him and requested him
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to write a requiem, # for which he should have

one hundred ducats. The stranger departed with-

out telling who he was, or who had sent him.

It has since been discovered that the person was

Count Walseck, in disguise, who wished to have

the requiem performed in memory of his dead

wife, and wished also to have people believe that

he himself composed it. Mozart went to work

at composing the requiem, but considered it an

ill omen, and in despondency thought of his own
death.

Some time afterwards, just as Mozart was

stepping into a carriage, to take a journey to

Prague, the stranger called again, to know if the

requiem was finished. Mozart assured the man
that he would do his best on his return.

Mozart's health continued to fail, and, young

man as he was, his last days were close at hand.

One day, when out driving with his wife, he sud-

denly began to talk of death, and said, with tears

in his eyes, that he was writing the requiem for

himself. " I feel certain," he continued, " that

I shall not be here long ; some one has poisoned

me, I am convinced. I cannot shake off the

idea." By the advice of his physicians, his terri-

fied wife took the music away from him, and he

* Music written in memory of the dead.
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rallied sufficiently to compose a cantata for the

Masonic lodge to which he belonged. He even

conducted the performance himself ; but the im-

provement was of short duration, and he took to

his bed. Now, when it was too late, favorable

prospects opened before him. He was informed

that some of the nobility of Hungary had clubbed

together to guarantee him a yearly sum, and at

the same time a subscription was got up in Am-
sterdam, for which he was to furnish composi-

tions to become the property of the subscribers.

But the requiem continued to occupy his mind.

He had the score % brought to him in bed, and

tried a passage, singing the alto himself, while

his brother-in-law, Hofer, took the tenor, and

Schack and Gerl from the theatre the soprano

and bass. When they got to the first few bars of

the Lachrymosa, the thought came into Mozart's

mind that he should never finish it, and he burst

out crying, and put away the score. In the

evening Sussmayer, his friend, came in, and he

gave him some directions about the requiem,

with which his thoughts seemed constantly occu-

pied, for even while dozing he puffed out his

cheeks as if trying to imitate the drums. Toward

* A copy of a musical composition, in which all the dif-

ferent parts are shown.
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midnight he suddenly sat up with his eyes fixed

;

then he turned his head on one side, and appeared

to fall asleep. By one o'clock in the morning

of December 15th, 1792, his spirit had fled. He
died of malignant typhus fever.

The funeral services were held in the open air

in St. Stephen's church-yard, and he was buried

in a common pauper's grave !

Mozart had six children, but only two were

living at the time of his death.

Speaking of his last child when an infant, Mo-

zart said, " The boy will be a true Mozart, for he

always cries in the very key in which I happen

to be playing."

One of his relatives, who was with him much

of the time in the latter part of his life, says he

was ever kind and in good humor, always thought-

ful, attentive to what was said to him, and an-

swered carefully, though he seemed to be think-

ing of something else all the while.

Mozart was very anxious when anything ailed

his wife. Once he was sitting by her bedside

composing : she lay in a profound sleep, when a

rough servant suddenly entered. Mozart, fearing

that the sleeper would be too suddenly awakened,

beckoned him to withdraw. In doing so, the

pen that he held in his hand fell, and struck
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deep into his leg ; but lie uttered not a sound,

only went very quietly out of the room.

Mozart's masterpiece was his opera "Don
Giovanni " (Don Juan).
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BEETHOVEN.

Ludwig Yon Beethoven * was oorn on the

17th of December, 1770, at Bonn, Germany.

Beethoven's education was neither particularly

neglected nor particularly good. He received

elementary instruction and learned something

of Latin, at a public school : music he learned

at home, and was closely kept to it by his father,

whose way of life, however, was not the most

regular. The lively and often stubborn boy had

a great dislike to sitting still, so that it was

continually necessary to drive him in good ear-

nest to the pianoforte. He had still less inclina-

tion for learning the violin.

Though he received his first music lessons

from his father, he afterwards had a much better

instructor. This was M. Pfeiffer, a well-known

music director, who not only taught him, but

aided him in various ways. The court-organist,

Van der Eder, taught Beethoven the manage-

ment of the organ. In the year 1785 he was

* Pronounced Bay-fo-ven.
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appointed organist to the electoral chapel, an

important position for a boy of fifteen

!

In 1792 he went to Vienna to take lessons of

Haydn. He was now twenty-two ; and he looked

back npon this period as the happiest part of his

life. Very little is told of it. Evidently he was

not a youth to be easily known. He lived in his

art, too absorbed in it to be much given to daz-

zling exploits before the crowd.

Vienna was the great seat of musical learning

in Germany, when Beethoven settled there. His

first real friend was Von Swieten, once physician

to the Empress Maria Theresa— a zealous ama-

teur, whose delight it was, in his old age, to

assemble the finest musical talent in his house.

Here Beethoven became acquainted with the

compositions of Handel, Bach, and all the great

masters as far back as Palestrina ; and he was
always obliged to stay after the rest were gone,

and add half a dozen fugues of Bach " by way
of a blessing." Frequently the old man would
not let him go at all.

The Prince Carl von Lichnowsky, too, and his

wife, became like father and mother to the young
musician. Their "kindness pursued" him, and
" did not abate even when the adopted son, by
his obstinacy, would have forfeited the favor of
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any other patrons." The princess found every,

thing he chose to do or let alone " right clever,

original/' etc. To use his own words :
" They

would have brought me up there with grand-

motherly fondness, which was carried to such a

length that very often the princess was on the

point of having a glass shade made to put over

me, so that no unworthy person might touch or

breathe upon me." It was at Prince Lichnow-

sky's music parties that all Beethoven's composi-

tions were first tried. To the prince's criticisms

he always listened with respect; and indeed cen-

sure from those whom he trusted was dearer to

him than praise. Here too was that famous
" Rasumowsky Quartet," consisting of the same

four superior artists, who for years performed

Beethoven's quartets under his own direction;

thus forming a fountain head of the genuine Bee-

thoven spirit, and the standard for players all

over the world.

Thus far hope and prosperity attended him.

By the year 1800 he had composed his two first

symphonies, over twenty sonatas, trios, quartets,

and his well known septet, embracing many of

his most admired productions.

Between the years 1802 and 1813 he composed

some of his greatest works, among them being
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the opera " Fidelio," the " Heroic " and other

symphonies. He was becoming deaf, which

caused him much trouble, and interfered, of

course, with his directing the performance of his

music ; but it made no difference with his com-

posing.

He lived in his art, was absorbed in it, and

forgot the outer world at times. It is related

that he once went into an inn and sat there a

long time, in deep thought. Finally he arose

and called for the bill, although he had ordered

nothing to eat or drink. One of his habits was

to stand by the hour pouring buckets of cold

water upon his hands, while in the frenzy of

composition. And this may have had something

to do with his frequent change of lodgings ; for

often he would be paying for three or four dwell-

ing-places at once— since his humor would have

it that now he could , not compose unless he

were on the north side, and now unless he were

on the south side of the city. Once a certain

baron assigned to him a suite of apartments in

his beautiful villa, and supremely happy was he

as he surveyed the charming landscape from his

window
j
yet he soon took a dislike to the place,

and for no other reason than because " the baron,

whenever he met him, was continually making
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bows to him." He was extremely fond of the

country and the open air, and would often walk

alone, absorbed in his work, till the day was far

spent, and sometimes he would be gone for sev-

eral days. Ries, one of his pupils, related the

following anecdote :
—

" In a walk, in which we wandered about a

great while before we got home, Beethoven had

kept all the way muttering or partly howling to

himself, up and down continually, without singing

any definite notes. To my inquiry what it was,

he answered, ' A theme has just occurred to me for

the last allegro of my sonata.' When we entered

his room, he ran to the piano, without taking off

his hat. I seated myself in a corner, and he soon

forgot all about me. And now he thundered

away at least an hoar at the new and beautiful

melodies of that composition. Finally he stood

up, astonished to see me still there, and said, * I

can give you no lesson to-day. I must ivork.'

During the last twelve or thirteen years of his

life, Beethoven endured much trouble. His deaf-

ness increased to such an extent, that he was

driven almost to despair, and he also suffered

from sickness. Finding no relief, he became

gloomy, distrustful, and solitary. With a warm

heart, and a longing for that domestic happiness
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of which he was deprived, and being totally unfit

to regulate the affairs of daily life, he was con-

tinually annoyed, and his temper soured. The

death of his brother Charles, in November, 1815,

weighed heavily upon him. This brother, a cash-

ier of a banking-house, left his only son to the

guardianship of Beethoven. His brother's widow,

despite the father's will, during five years con-

tested his right to the guardianship of her child.

During an expensive lawsuit, full of quibblings

as usual, they disputed the right of Beethoven to

use the aristocratic Von before his name. " My
nobility is here," said Beethoven, pointing to his

heart and his head alternately.

The pretensions of the widow were set aside

by the judges ; and the young Charles Beethoven

was placed with his uncle, our great musician,

who adopted him, and from that time forth spared

no expense for his education. The boy, however,

did not merit such kindness, and grew up a dis-

sipated and frivolous man.

Beethoven's sickness rapidly developed into

inflamation of the lungs, followed by symptoms

of dropsy. The last days of the great master

were close at hand. Four surgical operations

were performed, but without producing very

favorable results.
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His friend Schindler thus relates the events of

those days :

" Sick and in trouble, Beethoven found him-

self in need of money, and was obliged either to

make use of the only property he possessed, con-

sisting of a few bank-shares, or to apply to his

brother for assistance. This brother one day, in

the presence of M. von Breuning and myself,

declined letting Beethoven have any of his hay,

when two physicians had prescribed for him a

hay vapor-bath ; alleging as an excuse that his

hay was not good enough. Yet this "unbrotherly

brother," as Beethoven called him, rich as he was,

wished to share in the little that the composer

possessed. To be obliged to ask assistance from

him was, of itself, like a death-blow to Beethoven.

In this sad condition, the master remembered

an offer made to him some years before by the

Philharmonic Society, of London. On the 22d of

February, 1827, he accordingly wrote the follow-

ing letter to Moscheles and to Sir George Smart:

My Dear Moscheles

:

—I am sure you will not take it amiss,

if I trouble you, as well as Sir G. Smart, to whom I enclose

a letter, with a request. The affair is briefly as follows

:

Some years ago the Philharmonic Society in London made

a handsome offer to give me a benefit concert. At that time

I was not, thank God, in a situation to make it necessary to

avail myself of this generous proposal. But affairs are much
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altered with me at present, when I have been confined three

months by a tedious illness, — the dropsy. Schindler will

tell you more about it in a letter accompanying this. You
have long known my way of life : you know how and by

what I live. Writing is at present out of the question, and

I might unfortunately become so situated as to be reduced

to want. You have not only extensive connections in Lon-

don, but also considerable influence with the Philharmonic

Society. I beg that you will do what you can to induce

them again to consider their intention, and put it soon into

execution. My enclosed letter to Sir George Smart is to

the same purport, as well as one to Mr. StiimpfF, which is

already despatched. I entreat you to forward this to Sir

George, and to unite with him and my other friends in Lon-

don to effect this object. Even dictating becomes painful

to me, so much exhausted do I feel. Make my compliments

to your amiable wife, and be assured I shall always remain

Your friend, Beethoven.
" Pray answer me soon, in order that I may know if I have

anything to hope."

On the 14th of March, Beethoven again wrote

on this subject to Moscheles, earnestly begging

his attention to it.

From this second letter, I make only the fol-

lowing extract :
—

"On the 27th of February, the operation was performed

for the fourth time : and there are evident signs that I must

soon submit to it again. What is to be the end of it? and

what will become of me if it lasts much longer ? Mine is

indeed a hard fate; but I resign myself to it, only praying

that God, in his providence, may so ordain, that whilst I
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endure this death in life, I may be protected from want. I

should then have strength enough, let my lot be ever so se-

vere, to submit with resignation to the will of the Most High.

Hummel is here, and has called several times upon me."

As early as the 1st of March, Moscheles and

Mr. Stumpff had written to inform him of the

sensation excited among his numerous admirers

in London by his first letter ; and the former

afterwards wrote to the following effect :
—

" The Society resolved to express their good-will and

lively sympathy by requesting your acceptance of one hundred

pounds sterling (one thousand florins), to provide the neces"

sary comforts and conveniences during your illness. This

money will be paid to your order by Mr. Ran, of the house

of Eskeles, either in separate sums, or all at once, as you

may desire."

Moscheles added that the Philharmonic Society

was willing to extend their good offices still fur-

ther, and that Beethoven had only to write, if he

needed their assistance.

Beethoven answered, expressing his thanks

and gratitude.

On the payment of the thousand florins by M.

Rau, Beethoven had still one hundred florins in

ready money which was sufficient for the expenses

of the latter days of his life; and from the

above sum, therefore, only a small part was

deducted for the expenses of the funeral. On
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the 23rd, with the help of Breuning, he added

with his own hand a codicil to his will, appoint-

ing his nephew Carl his sole heir, but without

power over the capital of the property bequeathed.

Thus two of his latest acts were inspired by his

nephew. Several people appear to have come in

and out during the last few days to look once

more at the departing composer. Among these

Schubert is said to have remained a long time,

and to have been recognized by Beethoven,

though he failed to understand the signs made

by the dying man. He left the room at length

deeply moved. On the 24th Beethoven received

the Sacraments of the Roman Church, and at

about one in the afternoon of the same day he

sank into apparent unconsciousness, and a dis-

tressing conflict with death began which lasted

the rest of that day, the whole of the next, and

until a quarter to six on the evening of the 26th

(February, 1827), the constant convulsive strug-

gle and the hard rattle in the throat testifying

at once too painfully to the strength of his con-

stitution and the fact that he was still alive.

Stephen Breuning and Schindler had gone to the

Wah ringer Cemetery to choose the spot for the

grave ; the little Breuning was away at his les-

sons ; Johann Beethoven's wife and Anselm Hut-
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tenbrermer (the friend of Schubert) alone were

in the sick-room. As the evening closed in, at

a quarter to six, there came a sudden storm of

hail and snow, covering the ground and roofs

of the Schwarz-spanierplatz, and followed by a

flash of lightning, and an instant clap of thunder.

So great was the crash as to rouse even the dy-

ing man. He opened his eyes, clenched his fist,

and shook it in the air above him. This lasted

a few seconds while the hail rushed down out-

side, and then the hand fell, and the great com-

poser was no more.

Eighteen years after his death, Beethoven's

native city, Bonn, erected a statue to his memory.

Beethoven was truly religious, although he

never would converse much on the subject, or

express an opinion with regard to different creeds.

He had written with his own hand two inscrip-

tions, said to be taken from a temple of Isis.

These inscriptions, which were framed, and for

many years constantly lay before him on his

writing-table, were as follows :
—

I. "I AM THAT WHICH IS. 1 AM ALL THAT

IS, ALL THAT WAS, AND ALL THAT SHALL BE.

NO MORTAL MAN HATH MY VEIL UPLIFTED !

"

II. " He is One, self-existent, and to

that One all things owe their existence."
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WEBER.

Carl Maria Von Weber was born at Eutin, in

the year 1786. His father was the proprietor

of a company of wandering actors, and this

"comedy company" went from place to place

giving theatrical performances. Thus the young

Carl was brought up among the scenery, the

canvass and other belongings of the theatrical

stage, and of course acquired a good knowledge

of such business ; all of which was of value to

him in after years, as a composer of operas.

Before the weak and sickly boy was six years

old, a fiddle and a bow had been thrust into his

hands by his impatient father. At first little

Carl made too little progress to please, and re-

ceived more raps on the knuckles than halfpence
;

for the father's wonder-child did not promise

well. Teacher after teacher was tried ; but, no

sooner did master and pupil begin to understand

each other, than the pupil was snatched away,

to go wherever the comedy-company thought

they could make money.

With the year 1803 came a change. The
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father had determined that Carl should go to

Vienna, for there the flower of the musical and

art world resided; and, amid its intoxicating

life, the lad, now seventeen years of age, was left.

He had grown gay and vivacious ; and, with his

amiable disposition and talent, soon became a

great favorite in the highest musical circles. He
studied music with Yogler, and after a short

time he accepted the position of director of the

Breslau Opera House. At this new post, the

youth of eighteen summers met with but little

success, for the older musicians did not care for

the boy-conductor, whatever his qualities might

be. A year's work amid opposition, jealousy

and the like, and then young Weber threw up

the place in disgust.

After a varied existence of some years, during

which Weber experienced many " ups and

downs," joys and disappointments, he obtained

the position of chapel-master to his majesty the

King of Saxony, and shortly afterwards married.

Here began the most brilliant period of Weber's

life, when his marvellous creative powers were

at their highest; that period when he penned

the sublime music which travelled almost with

lightning speed over Europe, and made the name

of Weber a " household word."
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His great masterpieces were the operas " Der

Freischutz," " Euryanthe " and " Oberon." It was

shortly after the first performance of " Oberon/

'

in London, that Weber died. He had gone to

the great English city in feeble health, to con-

duct the first representation of the beautiful

opera, and lived to see its success. This was in

April, 1826. Before the last of May his disease

(consumption) had arrived at the last stage, and

on the evening of June 4th, 1826, he was so

much worse, that all hopes of his returning to

his home alive were abandoned. At the home
of Sir George Smart, as he sat panting in his

easy-chair, with friends around him, his cough

became so bad that they urged him to retire to

bed, when he left them with the tender words :

" God reward you all for your kind love to me."

Furstenau led him to his room and helped him

to undress. For this customary service Weber
thanked him, and murmured, " Now let me
sleep,"— the last words that mortal ear heard

escape from the great artist's lips.

" The next morning," writes Weber's son, " at

the early hour when Weber generally required

aid, a servant knocked at his chamber door. No
answer came ; he knocked again, and louder. It

was strange ; for Weber's sleep had always been
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light. The alarmed servant rushed to Sir George,

who sprang out of bed and hurried to the room.

Still to his repeated knocking no answer was

returned. ... It was now resolved to force

the door. It was burst open. All was still

within. The watch— which the last movement
of the great hand which had written ' Freischutz,'

' Euryanthe,' and i Oberon,' had wound up—
alone ticked with painful distinctiveness. The

bed curtains were torn back. There lay the be-

loved friend and master— dead. His head rested

on his left hand, as if in tranquil sleep— not the

slightest trace of pain or suffering on his noble

features. The soul, yearning for the dear objects

of its love, had burst its earthly covering and

fled. The immortal master was not dead; he

had gone home."
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ROSSINI.

Gioachino Rossini was born at Pezaro, Italy,

in February, 1792. His father was town crier

or herald, and was also something of a musician

;

his mother was a singer. The two frequently

performed at fairs and other gatherings.

Young Rossini early displayed that talent for

music, which afterwards developed into such bril-

liant genius. Thanks to the kindness of the

Countess Perticari, he was placed at the Lyceum
in Bologna, to study music. He soon became so

proficient that his services were demanded in

various ways. His progress and success were

steady thenceforth, and he became the Italian

favorite.

In Venice, in 1813, his opera "Tancredi"

made a wonderful success. In Naples he wrote

several operas which became famous. At Rome
he wrote the celebrated " Barber of Seville,"

which was performed during the carnival of

1816. He continued to compose, and gained

popularity with every new opera. In 1820 he

married Mdlle. Colbran.

In January, 1824, he appeared in London,
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where he directed the performance of his opera

" Zelmira." He was presented to his Majesty

(George IV.) at the Pavilion at Brighton, where

he found this monarch playing at ecarte with a

lady. Taking his arm, the king walked with

him to the concert-room to hear the band, which,

in compliment to Rossini, had been ordered to

play the " II Barbiere " overture. The next

piece his Majesty left to Rossini's selection, to

which he replied, with his natural good breeding,

" If I might take the liberty of selecting the next

piece it must be ' God save the King.'
:

He was a guest at the most fashionable houses,

where his talents as a singer and performer on

the pianoforte were always called into action, and

seldom without a handsome acknowledgment of

the estimation in which they were held. He had

a fine tenor voice and sang with much taste,

besides which he was a remarkable pianist. Au-

ber once saw him play, and said, " I shall never

forget the effect produced by his lightning-like

execution. When he had finished, I looked me-

chanically at the ivory keys ; I fancied I could see

them smoking." During this one season in Lon-

don, Rossini and his wife were gainers to the

extent of seven thousand pounds, after which

they paid a visit to France.
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The opera "William Tell" was composed

while Rossini was visiting at the chateau of a

French gentleman near Paris, and was first per-

formed in that city.

This was the last important work that he com-

posed. He lived forty years longer, but wrote

only the "Stabat Mater " and the " Messe Solen-

nelle " (solemn Mass). He seemed to retire from

the musical world, and the reason for this is still

a mystery.

The forty years of Rossini's retirement were

spent partly at Bologna and at Passy, near Paris.

At this latter place he died. The great man had

long been ailing, but it was only a fortnight or

so before his death that his mortal illness began

to show itself seriously ; and then everything

that science and devoted attention could do to

save his life, was done, but in vain— "The
Swan of Pezaro," as his compatriots delighted to

style him, died, after intense sufferings, on the

13th of November, 1868. After a grand funeral

mass had been sung, his mortal remains were

borne from the Church de la Trinite to their

resting-place in the cemetery of Pere la Chaise,

followed by an immense concourse of mourners

of all ranks.

Music, and especially operatic music, owes a
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very great deal to Rossini for the reforms which

he made, both in opera buffa and opera seria.

It was he who substituted singing for the endless

recitatives of which Italian opera before him

chiefly consisted ; it was he who brought the

bass voice prominently to the front, and gave it

a leading part ; it was he who banished the piano-

forte from the Italian orchestras, and laid down

the principle that the singer should sing the notes

the composer had given him, without any addi-

tions of his own. He it was who gave to the

chorus and orchestra the importance in opera

which they have at the present day.
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MEYERBEER.

Jacob Meyerbeer was born at Berlin, Septem-

ber 5th,1794. His father's name was John Beer.

Young Jacob added the name Meyer to his own,

in honor of the banker Meyer who had aided

him or adopted him in some way, and who left

him a fortune. Meyerbeer also changed his first

name, Jacob, into the Italian for the same, Qia-

como.

At seven years of age he already performed

on the piano at public concerts ; but it was not

until he had reached the age of fifteen that he

commenced his deeper and more scientific musical

studies. He was fortunate in his choice of a

master. The Abbe Vogler, who was one of the

greatest theorists, and certainly the first organist

in Germany, had opened a school, which was
numerously attended, and amongst the fellow-

pupils of Meyerbeer were young men whose

names are never spoken of but with the deepest

admiration; such as Weber, Winter, Knecht,

Ritter, Gaensbacher, etc., and the first of these

was Meyerbeer's bosom friend. With such
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worthy subjects for emulation, it is not wonder-

ful that the young musician's genius daily ex-

panded. At eighteen years of age he produced

his first opera, " Jeptha's Daughter."

At Vienna, Giacomo Meyerbeer appeared as a

pianist ; he acquired, however, such a reputation,

that he was intrusted with the composition of an

opera for the court, entitled " The Two Caliphs."

This, however, was a complete failure. Italian

music was at that period in the highest vogue,

and Salieri, the author, a great friend of young

Meyerbeer, advised his travelling in Italy, to ac-

quire a style of composition more in unison with

the prevailing taste. In Italy he wrote several

operas in the Italian style, which he now adopted.

These were also performed in Germany and

France. Meyerbeer at last made Paris his home,

and here wrote the famous operas, u The Hugue-

nots," " Robert de Diable " and " The Prophet,"

which are his masterpieces. Meyerbeer died at

Paris, May 2d, 1864.
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SCHUBERT.

Franz Peter Schubert was born on the last day

of January, 1797, at Lichenthal, near Vienna,

where his father lived and enjoyed much popu-

larity as a schoolmaster.

When he was seven years old, it was evident

that nature had endowed him for a musician

rather than a schoolmaster, the hereditary occu-

pation of the Schuberts. At this early age he

had contracted a friendship with an apprentice,

who often took him to a pianoforte warehouse,

where he had frequently opportunities of practis-

ing on the instruments. Soon Franz became the

delight of the family; the old harpsichord in the

schoolmaster's house was often called into requi-

sition, and gave forth wonderful music under the

magic fingers of the performer. So much sur-

prise did his performances excite, that the father

determined to put him through a regular course

of instruction, and thereupon placed him under

a musician named Holzer, who resided in the

neighborhood. With him the boy's progress in

theory, singing and organ-playing was astonish-
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ing, till at last Holzer could never speak of his

pupil without evident emotion.

At the age of eleven years, Franz obtained

an appointment in the emperor's chapel as a

chorister, and exchanged his school-boy suit for

a dazzling gold-bordered uniform. Here he re-

mained for five years, during which time he

made surprising strides in his art, and especially

as a composer.

After leaving the imperial chapel, young Franz

returned to his father's roof, and assisted him in

the school. It was in vain, however, that the

old man sought to make a schoolmaster out of

Franz, for the irresistible desire of composing

oozed out even in school hours ; and, whenever

the old man's back was turned, he wrote down
his notes, and suffered the scholars' lessons to

pass unexamined.

The year 1815, when Schubert was but eigh-

teen years of age, was the commencement of

that part of his life in which his best composi-

tions were produced. To speak of all that was

then written would be impossible here.

His daily work was usually began in the fore-

noon, and continued without intermission till

dinner time.

When writing, his whole being is said to have
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been absorbed in music ; his compositions had

such an effect on him, that eye-witnesses affirm

they could frequently observe, in his flashing eye

and altered speech, that he was laboring under

intense excitement. The rest of the day was

almost invariably devoted to social pleasures,

and in summer to country excursions with his

friends.

When visiting at the houses of the great,

Schubert was reserved and shy. No sooner had

he finished his exquisite playing of the accom-

paniments to his songs than he put on a serious

face, and withdrew to an adjoining room. In-

different to applause, he avoided all compliments,

and sought only the approbation of his intimate

friends. Though he never danced, he was some-

times present at private parties given at friends'

houses, when he would obligingly seat himself

at the piano, and for hours together extemporize

the most beautiful dance-music.

For well-nigh thirty years, Schubert and Bee-

thoven had lived in the same town, had breathed

the same atmosphere, but had never met. All

the world knew of Beethoven, and those who
understood him and his -music, worshipped him
— though at a distance, for the great genius was
difficult of access. Among these was Schubert,
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who from his earliest years possessed the deep-

est reverence for the master. When but a mere

boy, an admiring friend was praising him for his

cleverness. " Who can do anything after Bee-

thoven?" he replied. Beethoven, however,

seems never to have heard of Schubert, or his

wonderful songs and other works. This year

changed all this. The two men met. Here is

the account which Schindler, Beethoven's biogra-

pher, gives of their meeting :
" In the year 1822,

Franz Schubert set out to present in person the

master he honored so highly, with his variations

on a French song (Op. 10). These variations

he had previously dedicated to Beethoven. In

spite of Diabelli accompanying him, and acting

as spokesman and interpreter of Schubert's feel-

ings, Schubert played a part in the interview

which was anything but pleasant to him. His

courage, which he managed to keep up to the

very threshold of the house, forsook him entirely

at the first glimpse he caught of the majestic

artist ; and when Beethoven expressed a wish

that Schubert should write the answers to his

questions, he felt as if his hands were tied and

fettered. Beethoven ran through the presenta-

tion copy, and stumbled on some inaccuracy in

harmony. He then, in the kindest manner,
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drew the young man's attention to the fault,

adding that the fault was no deadly sin. Mean-

time, the result of this remark, intended to be

kind, was to utterly disconcert the nervous vis-

itor. It was not until he got outside the house

that Schubert recovered his equanimity, and then

rebuked his great critic' ' Never, till Beetho-

ven lay dying, did Schubert go to see him again,

for he had not the courage to do so.

This interview most favorably impressed Bee-

thoven with Schubert's worth, and in the last

days of his life the dying musician commenced

to study Schubert's works. On his death-bed lay

numbers of the songs, some only in manuscript.

Toward the close of the year 1828 Schubert

began to suffer from giddiness and pains in his

head. He continued to fail, and died on the

19th of November, aged only thirty-one.

Schubert has left behind him works in every

style— symphonies, operas, church music, piano

music, and songs. It was in song-writing that

he particularly excelled.
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MENDELSSOHN.

Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy's birthday was

the 3rd of February, 1809. Unlike most of our

great musicians, he had none of the evils of

poverty to contend with. Everything was in

his favor ; for his father, Abraham Mendelssohn,

was a wealthy banker, his mother a highly

gifted and distinguished woman. Under her

tender influence little Felix was educated, and it

was she who gave him his first lessons in music.

His loving teacher proved an excellent one.

The first lessons were short ones, for she was

careful not to check the inclination which her

little son exhibited for music. However, they

gradually became longer, as it was Felix's high-

est delight to be perched up before the keys of

the pianoforte, wandering over the long range

of notes before him. He was soon so far ad-

vanced, that his mother put him through a com-

plete course of instruction, and so astonishing

was the progress he made, that before he was

ten years old he was well acquainted with some

of the best works, and showed signs of great

musical promise.
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In the year 1825 he accompanied his father

to Paris, to see Clierubini and obtain that mas-

ter's opinion of the boy's talents. Clierubini

spoke in such flattering terms, that the father

determined to educate Felix as a musician, and

to let his genius have free play. During the two

or three years following, Mendelssohn composed

two overtures which have become famous—
" Midsummer Night's Dream " and " The Calm

Sea and Prosperous Voyage."

In 1829 he visited London and created much
enthusiasm, making a very successful debut as a

young composer.

In 1830 he visited Italy and was courteously

received at Rome. While in Italy he composed

the "Walpurgis Night" and two grand sym-

phonies.

In 1831 he was again in Paris ; afterward in

London ; and finally returned to Germany.

In 1833 we find him in charge of the concerts

and theatre at Dusseldorf. This post he ac-

cepted for three years, and threw his life and

soul into his new work, bringing the musical

performances there to such a degree of perfection

as to draw all Europe to hear them. To church

music especially did he zealously apply himself,

and it was in . furtherance of this that he set
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about his great and beautiful work, " St. Paul."

Moreover, his pen at this time was very fruitful.

Apart from the oratorio which he was engaged

upon, he composed many beautiful songs, and

also much music for the pianoforte, including

many of the charming "Songs Without Words."

In 1835 he was made director of the celebrated

Gewandhaus Concerts at Leipzig. He was still

at work upon his oratorio, " St. Paul," and in

May 1836 the work was performed for the first

time, at Dusseldorf.

In the spring of 1837, at Frankfort, he was

married to Cecilia Renaud, the daughter of a

protestant clergyman. They made their home
at Leipzig, and in this quiet and pleasant place

he composed some of his famous works.

His great masterpiece, " Elijah," was first per-

formed at the Birmingham (England) festival

of 1846. Its grand descriptive music, so relig-

ious in sentiment, laid hold of its audience, and

ever since has continued to increase in popular-

ity, till now it is second only to the " Messiah,"

in this respect.

The death of Mendelssohn's sister Fanny, in

1847, was a serious blow to his already enfeebled

health. On receipt of the sad news, he uttered

a cry and fell upon the floor in a fit of apoplexy.
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Toward the close of the year he was again taken

seriously ill while playing the accompaniment

to his " Night-song," which a lady was singing,

and was carried to his home in Konig-Strasse,

Leipzig, where he died, November 3rd, 1847, at

the early age of thirty-eight.

Throughout the period of his celebrity, he was

not only distinguished for his compositions, but

universally popular as a performer. Language

was exhausted in the fruitless attempt to de-

scribe his unsurpassed excellence as a pianist

;

and the churches were invaded by crowds, who
thronged the aisles when he was expected to

play on the organ. In a word, the only thing

he could not do on the organ was to " play the

congregation out." The more effectively he

played, the more fixed the congregation remained

— the more artistically persuasive his intimation

to depart, the more determined were they not to

go ; and an instance is on record, how once, at

St. Paul's Cathedral, the vergers, impatient to

clear the church and get their supper, managed

to put an end to his performance by stopping

the bellows.
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SCHUMANN.

Robert Schumann was born in the little town of

Zwickau, in Saxony, June 8th, 1810. His father

was a bookseller. As soon as possible the boy

was sent to school, where he learned the elements

of music, as this is part of the study in German
schools. He received his first real music lessons

from a private teacher when he was nine years

old. He soon became very clever at the piano,

and even attempted to compose. But his parents

wished him to become, as they said, " something

better than a musician." His father died when
Robert was seventeen, and his mother induced

the boy to enter the University at Leipzig, as a

student of law. But law was dry work for him,

and he made but little progress in anything

except music. At last his mother consented to

his adopting music as a profession, and Schu-

mann took lodgings in the same house with

Wieck, a well-known teacher of music. He
practised the piano so industriously that he in-

jured one of his hands, which prevented him
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from ever becoming a piano-player. Still he

clung to his beloved art, and began to com-

pose when only twenty years of age. He had

excellent masters in theory and counterpoint,

and made much progress. He became the editor

of a journal of music, which was a " musician's

paper," wherein a party of enthusiastic students

gave their views concerning the elevation of art.

In 1836 Schumann established himself and

his paper in Vienna, but the venture was not a

success. In 1839 he returned to Leipzig, and

in the fall of 1840 was married to Clara Wieck,

the daughter of his old teacher. From this

time forth his musical compositions were success-

ful, and he composed many beautiful songs,

beside his symphonies, also continuing for some

years his connection with the paper.

But in 1853 the dread disease with which he

had been threatened for several years, though

not suspected by himself or friends, began to

assume a more alarming phase. What had been

considered only nervous excitement was now
becoming insanity. His friends were in despair

when the master expressed his firm belief in

Spiritualism, and declared that he was in rela-

tion with Schubert and Mendelssohn, who both

came to him to dictate his melodies. On the
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7th of February, 1854, Schumann suddenly left

his house at midnight, and threw himself into

the Rhine. His clothing kept him above water,

so that he was saved from drowning. But, if

his life was spared, his reason was not. The

remainder of his days was passed at a lunatic

asylum in Enderich in the neighborhood of

Bonn, where he died July 29th, 1856.

Madame Clara Schumann, wife of the master,

and herself a celebrated pianist, caused her hus-

band's compositions to be performed in all the

large cities of Europe, thus helping to spread the

fame of her beloved,
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CHOPIN.

Frederic Chopin* was bom at Zelazowa-Wola,

in Warsaw, in the year 1810. The years of his

childhood show nothing especially remarkable.

He was frailly built by nature, and the anxious

attention of his friends was directed above all to

his health. He grew up among patterns of do-

mestic virtues and religious observances, and

had the example of simplicity, activity, piety

and refined culture before his eyes. In his ninth

year he received instruction in music, and soon

after he was placed under the charge of Ziwna,

who for many years conducted the musical

studies of the boy in the good old thorough

manner. His parents (his mother was a Pole,

his father a Frenchman,) lived in limited circum-

stances, and indeed never thought of building

hopes upon a brilliant virtuosity in their son, but

kept him to the earnest and conscientious study

of music, so that he might become a competent

and skilful teacher.

Chopin was admitted rather early to one of

* Pronounced Sho-yem.
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the high schools of Warsaw. Prince Kadziwill

provided for the complete education of the boy,

in whom he had discerned a remarkable talent.

At the school Chopin made the acquaintance of

the sons of Prince Borsy Czetwertynski. Their

mother, who loved and practised music with a

true feeling for the art, conceived a great sym-

pathy for the young artist, and in her parlors

he had first an opportunity to know the select

and brilliant circles of the highest society, in

which Warsaw was at that time so rich.

When he had finished school, and had learned

harmony and counterpoint, his parents wished

him to travel ; and he therefore visited some

cities in Germany. But about this time the

Revolution of 1830 broke out, and Chopin was

compelled to remain in Vienna, as he could not

return to Poland. He performed in a few con-

certs, but made no great success. He left

Vienna with the intention of going to London
;

still he desired to stop some time in Paris. Long

years after, when he had become naturalized and

settled down in France, he used often to say,

laughingly, "I am only here on my passage

through."

Shortly after his arrival in Paris he gave

several concerts, and was heard by the higher
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society and by young artists equally with

admiration.

He was a master of the pianoforte, as well

as a composer of some of the most brilliant

piano music. His music has a peculiar charac-

ter of its own, and is unlike either the German

or Italian schools. He was a " tone poet," and

his compositions are full of poetry. His Polo-

naises, Nocturnes and Mazurkas are known

wherever good piano music is studied.

Chopin was an invalid through all the best

period of his artistic life. His frail physique,

his melancholy, refined, and spiritual tone of

character, unfitted him to be a popular composer

or performer in the concert-room ; he shrank

from large assemblies, and exerted the magic

influence of his genius only in select and sympa-

thetic private circles.

In the autumn of the year 1837 he became

subject to attacks of a malady, which from that

time left him scarcely more than half his vital

energy. Alarming symptoms showed them-

selves, and compelled him to travel to the south

to escape the severe winter air. Madame Sand,

who was always so watchful and sympathizing

for the afflictions of her friends, would not allow

him to travel alone, since his situation demanded
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so much care and nursing, and she resolved to

accompany him. They selected the Isle of

Majorca for their place of abode, because there

the sea air, together with the mild climate, is

very beneficial to weak lungs. Although he had

so serious an attack at his departure that his

friends hardly expected to see him again, yet he

survived there a long and painful sickness, and

his health became so far restored that it contin-

ued better for several years.

After 1840 his health again declined, and it

was only for short periods that he was free from

pain. One evening in October, 1849, a crisis,

still more painful than any that had preceded,

lasted several hours. He bore it with patience

and strength of spirit. He opened his eyes and

saw, standing at the foot of his bed, a tall, slen-

der figure, clad in white, the image of an angel,

beautiful as ever painter's fancy had created.

It was the Countess Delphine. Surely she

seemed to him a heavenly apparition ; he revived

an instant and asked her to sing. All believed

that he was talking wild ; but he repeated his

request with a tone of earnestness which no one

could resist. They pushed the piano in the hall

close to the door of his chamber, and the Countess

sang with sobbing voice; tears ran down her
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cheeks, and never had her fine talent and her

wonderful singing a more touching expression.

Chopin listened, and seemed to forget his suffer-

ings ; she sang the " hymn to the Holy Virgin."

" How beautiful ! my God, how beautiful !

"

said he— " once more, once more !

'

: The Count-

ess checked her tears, seated herself again at the

piano, and sang a psalm. But within the cham-

ber a piercing pain suddenly seized the sick man
;

all the bystanders were terrified, and involunta-

rily sank in silence on their knees : only the

voice of the countess floated like a heavenly mel-

ody above the sighs of the others. The night

came on ; a twilight spread its shadow over the

mournful scene ; Chopin's sister kneeled against

his bed, and wept and prayed.

So the night passed. He revived, however,

and lingered another day. On the 17th of Octo-

ber, 1849, he died, surrounded by loving friends.
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LISZT.

Franz Liszt was born at Raiding, a village in

Hungary, on the 22nd of October, 1811. His

father was steward of the estates of Prince

Esterhazy, and lived in material comfort. At

the age of six, the young Franz prevailed on his

father to teach him the piano. He learned rap-

idly, and soon began to attract attention by his

wonderful playing and reading music at sight.

His father, therefore, determined to educate

Franz as a musician, and the family took him to

Vienna, where he studied with Czerny. His

progress was surprising ; whenever he played in

public the audience became enthusiastic, and on

one occasion, the great Beethoven, who was pres-

ent, came upon the platform and kissed the boy.

After eighteen months' tuition from Czerny,

the parents took Franz to Paris. He was but

little more than a child, both in age and action

;

and it is said that once, when he had been play-

ing to the Duke of Orleans and his family, the

Duke was so delighted with the boy's perform-

ances, that, he asked him to say what he wished

as a present. Franz was not slow in making his
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choice, but at once begged for the toy with which

the little Prince of Joinville was amusing

himself.

Franz became a favorite in the Parisian salons;

he made his first public appearance on March 8th,

1824, and had as great a success as at Vienna,

Munich, Stuttgart, and Strassburg, through

which he passed on his way to the French capi-

tal, and where he was greeted as a second Mo-

zart. In the same year he visited England, giv-

ing his first concert on June 21st, 1824. In

1825 he paid a second visit to England, and in

1827 a third. Between these visits to England

he made two concert tours in the French

provinces. He also began to compose music for

orchestra and chorus as well as for the piano.

After some years of brilliant successes Liszt

retired to Weimar, where he devoted himself to

his profession and to literature. He wrote sev-

eral books, besides his compositions, which con-

sist chiefly of transcriptions * and fantasias.!

In middle life he became a Catholic priest,

and was known as the Abbe Liszt, but he still

adhered to his art, holding his position as the

* A transcription is an arrangement or modification of a

melody so as to suit another instrument than the one for

which it was originally written.

| A fanciful composition.
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greatest pianist in the world, and the most cele-

brated piano-teacher.

George Eliot, the celebrated authoress, said of

him :
" Liszt's conversation is charming. I

never met with a person whose manner of tell-

ing a story was so piquant. . . . Liszt's

replies were always felicitous and characteristic.

"

The fundamental note of Liszt's character was

love. His sympathy knew no bounds. Instead

of producing works for his own glory, he wrote

pamphlets and essays to help others to obtain

recognition. Ask his pupils— from whom he

received no fees— what they think of him?

Though he had earned millions, he had, in the

last years of his life, just enough to live comfort-

ably. Few monarchs have been so magnificent

in their charity as he. One of his last acts and

sayings deserves to be recorded. Shortly before

his death a pupil of his had written to him and

asked, as many others had done before him, for

pecuniary assistance. This came into his mind,

and he requested Madame Wagner to send a

sum of money to the applicant. She replied it

should be done shortly. Liszt hereupon said :

" No, not shortly, send it at once ; the man is in

want."

On the 31st of July, 1886, Franz Liszt died,

aged seventy-five.
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WAGNER.

Richard Wagner, one of the most distin-

guished of the world's great musical masters,

was born at Leipzig, Germany, May 22nd, 1813.

His father died when Richard was but a babe

;

his mother afterwards married a painter and

actor named Louis Geyer, who was engaged at

the theatre in Dresden. He desired that young

Wagner should become a painter, but died when

the boy was but six years of age. Wagner then

took lessons on the piano, but was restless and

unsatisfied; and leaving the instrument for a

time, he wrote poetry and plays. But at last

he heard one of the master-symphonies of the

great Beethoven, and this so roused his natural

love for music that he resolved to become a

musician. He devoted himself to the study of

the art, at Leipzig, and at the age of nineteen

he composed a symphony which was quite suc-

cessful. In 1834 he went to Wiirzburg for his

health, which in 1835 was so well restored, that

he accepted the position of leader of the orches-

tra in the theatre at Magdeburg. The business
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of leading and directing orchestras was not to

his liking, however ; he was ambitious, and im-

patiently waited for an opportunity to bring for-

ward his compositions. It was the master mind

and nature struggling for its rights ; the uncon-

trollable genius that was to establish itself on

the highest pinnacle of fame.

Wagner went to Paris, where he met with

disappointments, but was never discouraged,

though his dreams of glory seemed to be far

from realization. At last an opera, "Rienzi,"

which he had written for performance in Paris,

but which had been refused there, was produced

on the stage of the theatre at Dresden. It was

very successful, and the composer felt that his

career had really begun. He received the ap-

pointment of chapel-master to the King of Sax-

ony, and became very popular in Dresden. His

opera, " The Flying Dutchman'* (Der Fliegende

Hollander), was now given, and increased his

fame. Here in Dresden was also produced the

great " Tannhaiiser ; " and he had begun the

" Lohengrin " when the revolution of 1848 broke

out in Germany. As Wagner took an active

part in the political events, he was also one of

the victims of such circumstances, and was

obliged to quit Dresden. He went to Zurich,
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and, discouraged at what seemed to be the

cruelty of fate, he gave himself up to study.

When Louis II ascended the throne, he called

Wagner to Munich, and gave him the position

of chapel-master and a residence in the palace.

Wagner's star now again shone brightly, and he

began to realize all his fondest hopes. The

King was fond of music, and aided Wagner in

securing the production of his operas at the

theatres.

But Wagner had bitter enemies, and the young

King was obliged to give him up, as the necessi-

ties of state demanded. The great musician

sought refuge in Switzerland.

Time, however, which changes the course of

all events, brought peace and quietude again

into the political atmosphere of Germany, and

we at last find WT
agner residing in Bayreuth,

with his wife (a daughter of Liszt). Here he

composed the wonderful " Niebelungen Ring," a

series of great works, namely, " The Rhinegold,"

" The Walkyre," " Siegfried'" and " Gotterdam-

merung," the whole series to be performed in

four representations, each occupying a whole

evening. He built an opera-house at Bayreuth,

according to his own plan, in order that his

operas might have proper representation ; and
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in August, 1876, he achieved a great triumph

by the performance of his works ; as also in 1882,

when " Parsifal," his last work, was performed.

In the autumn of 1882, Richard Wagner went

to Venice, Italy, to seek rest and improvement

in health. He was joined here by Franz Liszt

and others, and was surrounded by many admir-

ers. His fame had spread into all lands, and

his music was played by the best orchestras ; in

short, he had become recognized after years of

struggle and trial.

In the afternoon of the 13th of February,

1883, in Venice, just as the family were assem-

bled at table, Wagner suddenly rose, exclaimed,

" I feel very badly," and fell back dead, from

heart disease.
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VERDI.

Giuseppe Verdi is probably the most popular

composer of operas since Rossini and Bellini.

He was born in Lombardy, in 1814, of poor pa-

rents, who were unable to defray the expenses of

his musical education. But he received some

instruction and ideas from the organist of the

village church ; and as he began to manifest

real talent, he found friends who were kind

enough to help him, and he was sent to Milan.

Almost with his first opera his fame began, and

he has since been very popular. His most cele-

brated works are "II Trovatore," "Ernani,"

"Rigoletto" and "Aida,"

Verdi is very rich. He owns a splendid villa

near Basseto, his birthplace, and is much re-

spected by the country people for miles around.

He retires to this place for rest and recreation,

and is still a hale old man at the age of seventy-

two.
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GOUNOD.

Charles Francois Gounod * was born in Paris,

June 17th, 1818. He received his early musical

education from his mother, who was a distin-

guished pianist. In 1836 he entered the Conser-

vatory at Paris, where, after two years of study

he won the grand prize of Rome, or prix de Rome,

which is offered by the Conservatory for the

best composition. This also enables the student

to pursue his studies aoroad, if he likes. Gounod

spent some years in Rome, studying the music

of old masters, especially that of Palestrina.

He composed here some masses.

On his way back to Paris he visited Austria

and Germany, and on reaching the French capi-

tal he became organist of the Chapel of the

Strangers' Mission. He also began the study of

theology, and it was expected that he would

become a priest ; but he gave up the idea, and

entered with greater spirit into his art. He has

a literary education rarely possessed by modern

musicians.

* Pronounced Goo-no.
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It is as a composer of operas that Gounod has

gained the most celebrity. His opera, " Faust,"

is famous in all lands. His masses and other

sacred compositions are much admired by all

who love the best devotional music.

Gounod is a great musician and a master of

the orchestra ; he is still vigorous, and has quite

recently written some superb works for chorus

and orchestra.
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GREAT COMPOSERS,
ANCIENT AND MODERN.

WITH PLACE AND DATE OF BIRTH, AND DATE OF DEATH.

NAME.

Abel .

Abell . .

Apell .

Albrechtsberger

Allegri

Arne .

Astorga .

Attwood .

Auber

.

Bach, J. S.

Bach, Wm. Fried.

Bach, C. Ph. Em.
Balfe . .

Beethoven

Bellini .

Bennett, Wm. S.

Berlioz

Boieldieu .

Cambert .

(132)

PLACE OF BIRTH. BORN. DIED.

Coethen, Germany . . 1725 1787

1660 1724

Cassell, Germany . . . 1754

Klosterneuburg, Germany 1736 1809

Rome, Italy 1580 1652

London, England . . . 1710 1778

Palermo, Sicily . . . 1681 1736

England 1767 1838

Caen, France .... 1782 1871

Eisenach, Germany . . 1685 1750

Germany 1710 1784

Germany 1714 1788

Dublin, Ireland . . . 1808 1870

Bonn, Germany . . . 1770 1827

Catania, Sicily .... 1802 1835

England 1816 1875

St. Andre, France . . . 1803 1869

Rouen, France .... 1775 1834

Paris, France .... 1628 1677
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NAME.

Cherubini

Chopin

Ciinarosa

Clementi

Costa .

Cramer

David, F.

Donizetti

Durante

Dussek

Field .

Flotow

Franz .

Frescobaldi

Gabrieli

Gade .

Gluck .

Gounod

Graun

Gretry

Handel

Halevy

Hasse .

Hauptraar

Haydn

Herold

Herz, H.

Hiller .

Hummel
Jomelli

Keiser

Kreutzer

in

PLACE OF BIRTH. BORN. DIED.

Florence, Italy . 1700 1842

Zelazowa-Wola, Poland . 1810 1849

Aversa, Italy . 1754 1801

Rome, Italy . 1752 1832

Naples, Italy . 1804

Mannheim, Germany . 1771 1858

Cadenet, France 1810 1876

Bergamo, Italy 1798 1848

Frattamaggiore, Italy 1684 1755

Czaslau, Bohemia . 1761 1812

Dublin, Ireland 1782 1837

Teutendorf, Germany 1812 1872

Halle, Germany 1815

Ferrara, Italy . 1587 1654

Venice, Italy . 1510 1586

Copenhagen, Denmark 1817

Weidenwang, Germany . 1714 1787

Paris, France . . 1818

Wahrenbruck, Germany 1701 1759

Liege, France . . 1741 1813

Halle, Germany . 1685 1759

Paris, France . . 1799 1862

Bergedorf, Germany . . 1699 1783

Dresden, Germany . 1794 1868

Rohrau, Germany . . 1732 1809

Paris, France . . 1791 1833

Vienna, Austria . 1806

Frankfort, Germany . . 1811 1885

Presburg, Hungary . 1778 1837

Aversa, Italy . 1714 1774

Leipzig, Germany . . 1673 1739

Versailles, France . . 1766 1831
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NAME. PLACE OF BIRTH. BORN. DIED.

Lachner Rain, Germany . 1804
Lalande . Paris, France . . 1657 1726
Lasso . . Mons, Belgium

.

. 1520 1593
Liszt . . Raiding, Hungary . . 1811 1886
Lowe . . Berlin, Germany . . 1796 1870
Lortzing . Lobejiin, Germany. . 1803 1851
Lulli . , . Florence, Italy . . 1633 1687
Marcello , Venice, Italy

. 1680 1739
Marschner Zittau, Germany . 1795
Matheson . . Hamburg, Germany . . 1681 1764
Mehul . Givet, France . . 1763 1817
Mendelsso in . . Hamburg, Germany . . 1809 1847
Mercadante . . Altamura, Italy . 1797 1872
Meyerbeer . Berlin, Germany . . 1794 1864
Monteverd e . . Cremona, Italy

.

. 1568 1643
Moscheles . Prague, Bohemia . . 1794 1870
Mozart Salzburg, Germany . 1756 1792
Miiller . . Tiirnau, Germany . . . 1767 1835
Offenbach . . Cologne, Germany.

, 1819 1884
Paganini . Genoa, Italy 1784 1840
Paisiello . . Tarento, Italy . 1741 1816
Palestrina Palestrina, Italy 1524 1594
Pergolese . . Jesi, Italy 1710 1736
Piccini . Bari, Italy 1728 1800
Purcell London, England . 1658 1695
Rameau . . . Dijon, France . 1683 1764
Richter . Berlin, Germany . 1728 1809
Rossini . Pesaro, Italy . 1792 1868
Rubinstein . Wechwotynetz, Russia 1829
Sacchini . . Pozzuoli, Italy . 1734 1786
Salieri Legnano, Italy . 1750 1825
Scarlatti . . Trapani, Italy . 1649 1725
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NAME. PLACE OF BIRTH. BORN. DIED.

Schubert . . Vienna, Germany . . 1797 1828

Schumann 1810 1856

Spohr . . 1784 1859

Spontini . Majolati, Italy . 1774 1851

Stradella . . Naples, Italy . . . , 1645 1687

Taubert . Berlin, Germany . . 1811

Thalberg . Geneva, Switzerland . 1812 1871

Thomas, A. . . Metz, France . 1811

Traetta . Naples, Italy 1727 1779

Verdi . Bassetto, Italy . . 1814

Wagner . . Leipzig, Germany . . 1813 1883

Wallace . . Waterford, Ireland 1815 1865

Weber, V. 1786 1826
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